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eaDUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 7, 1906.
Registeir, Eat. May,
Standard, Eat. April, i884.
CHANGE IN
SCHOOL SYSTEM
One Most Important Meas-
ree-, ("navies tip TIsSe
•.0
WHITE AND COLORED
CHILDREN PROVISION
Seperation of Funds Said to Be
Solely in Building, Repairing
and Maintenance.
liOUSE COMMITTEE
TALKS FALSE IMPRESSION
Fotelceigg, tee t,:fitic, O. --The
'of. • eat t atrenal cotj
in 4.. %0"t.. has ender co
•eider el* hill lot they rimming
of the common sche..1 system of the
state, declere that a mistaken itp-
. pression 'hap gone abroad regarding
si the meaning of tbe .measure which
i provides fur the ehange in the edu-cational ystem of tbe _state, espece
as to that part of the bill af-
. 
-fccting ehe education of white and
colored children. •ly
726
 Ase VOL 22, NO. 239
E 
pose of building,
ing end equipping sohoole elle the
inaintainilkerepair- 
. 
n 
A FTER DOCUMENTTtris tax ie to be eull eel titby the sheriff, wlao will turn it ver
to the treasurer of 14A-board, who is
required ei execute bend and to
make an accounting by July 15*of all
money that comes into ins hands
Or is expended by him, showing
from what source the money is de-
rived and how expended. Al;:o what Jimmie Surratt .Wants to Know Thinks Mechanical Expert Shouldi '..e: , •: : • ,, , 1, • r.. •t: le . li:" • ,.. .. ....ec...-. • „.... ..say
DEPUTY MARSHAL DOWELL
HAS WEST UNDER
ARREST.
BACK TO CAPITOL
MR. GEORGE WLATERS WENT
UP TO ADVOCATE L•eBOR
'BILL.
oyc A:;
s
The count'boardte edacauutil On Finding Him Arrested. Toof Went to Capitol Also.hall be empowered to lay off their
respective counties into sub-school
districts, in each of which sub-school
districts they shall establis•h and
maintain one common sehool for the
colored .piapil children, where the
populatilen of the two races is suffi-
cient.
Teachers.
Rewarding' ehe selection 0k... teach-
ers, the hill makes the earn& tirrivia.-
ions sita. the old law on tbea *Wee
and the salaries of such tiachers arc
to he regulated in conformity with
the law now existing wi:h regard. to
first-class, secontl-class and third-
class ceetetigaese c' isakat.. The
board it 'also Ihstructed to angoint
an tail! yisitor fer cael b-e suschool
district, Who shall 5i1 ervc -"lot four
years, and pee cr is give& to the
hoard t..) pgrebese, least or rent
inticaol sites, to huild or 'to 'repair or
ti rent scliriolhouses, to purchase
equipment for the schools, and is
ecatteliestitkethe. _ title otail. school
houses and equipments under its
Care.
Under he provisions of the bill
no change is attempted in the pay-
ment of teachers in the two schools.
FREIGHT
Tht colored and white will continue •
tenrcceive their pro rata of the 261/2
cents allowed by the state, the sep-
aration 
,
& bet solely in the building,
repairing and maintaimng of school
houses of the two races. Regarding
this feature, she bill says:
-It shall bt the duty of said board
of education to make arrangement,
for the instructien ef the weite and
colored races in separate schools, and
they shall, as far as practicable, pro-
- vide the same facilities for both
races, in respect to attainment and
ability of teachers and length of
term time, and in respect to buying
sites, building and repairing school
chooses and pare/swift apparatus.'
and taxes collected From white citi-
zens shall be applied to the schools
ef the white race, and those colkcted
from the colored races shall be ap-
plied to the improvement of colored
schools, provided, ihowever. that the
' railroad tax shall be apportiooed be-
tween the two races according to the
number of children of each race list-
ed in the' census reporte."
Further along the bill in providing
for the collection of the schinal tax
kvied by the board of education and
.c-ollected by the sheriffs, directs that
the sheriff shall keep a separate ac-
count of all taxes received from tee
white and colored citiaeffs. and Pro-
vides further: "That all taxes so re-
ceived from colored citizens Obeli be
used for the benefit of colored
schools, and all taxes received from
white citizens shall he used for the
benefit of white schools."
The bill, which is one of the most
important that is to come up before.
the present legislature, affects prin-
cipaely the government of the com-
mon whools of the state by placing
them un-ter the county board instead
et district boards. It provides that
each county in the state shall com-
pose one school district, excepting
c:ties maintaining separate school
systems and districts its which graded
etemnon eehools now exist or may
be createee undun nee law.
Four School Districts.
The county is to he divided into
fourschool district, as nearly as pos
aible 
-equal in area, ibis WOrk to be
done hy the county superintendent
ef schools, the county judge and the
county attorney, and id- the regular
November cicaion fl teen there shall
be elected by the voters of the coun-
ty as is now prided for the selec-
tion of other county officers min
Member of the county board of edu-
cation from each- district, the county
Voting on all four of 14w members
except those voters residin7 in cities
and. in graded et:norm-int pc-hoot di•
t jets .
-further prnvided that no pub.
ithVgsr pubhaerp of ;school book,r anyone interested in the stile ot
:school books shall be eligible, and
anyone who, aftr being eleciph.to
ahawe an office, all directly or in-
directly 'become interested in ebe
-of iext books or school stileeNes.
shall forfeit his office.
litities of the Board • _
The county superintendent of
.schoole is: the anOlkise
the • beefed, eietlieael of
is to be elected secretary ant treas-
tirer. Theibeeettsto aft4g, niza
lion, will tiir WAS fdilfcl:
•
CRASHES
INTO
PASSENGER
Wreckage Catches Afire and
Injured Burned Alive
LUMBER BURNS
FOR HOURS.
Helena, Mont., Feb. 6.—The most
disastrous wreck' that has taken place
in liw vicinity of Helena for many
years occurred last night shortly be-
fore midnight, two and one-half
miks west of Helens.
A runaway Northen Pacific trait;
crashed into a passenger train on the
*ease line, wrecked it completely, set
tire to it and up to 3 o'clock' this
morning four pereons, Whose identity
is &soured, were keown to be dead,
with a probability that tiwo more,
whose names it is impossible to learn,
inlay have been burned in the wreck.
The keown dead are:
J. N. ROBINSON, Iffiesoulna.
CHAS. BRICKLE, conductor on
passenger train.'
J. A. JESSUP, express mensenger.
s-rER. SENEGAL, merchant of
EUiston.
• lenaloenvan- Edward Brown was ser-
iously injured, but an examination
otiows not fatally. None of the pas-
sengers who escaped with their fives
was serirnisly injured.
The passenger train passed through
Jensen. Moine eight miles west of
Helena, on time. Following it was a
long freight train made op of box
and flat cars loaded with lumber arid
shingles, At Austin the engine was
uncentrifed from tee freight to take
water and_the train was left standing
on the track, Tlitke is a steep ,gradie
east ' Austine and by some means
the frvighrt train' got started down
the
Heard It Coming,
The passenger train, when it ar-
nived at the Montatta"Central eons-
Mir, stopped, when the engineer
heard a scrund behind bins „that
warned him of danger. He stetted
his train, but it had gone but a few
feet when the freight cashed .nto the
rear car. There were but two cars
in the train and they were smashed
and avow' into the ditch. The en-
gine became uncoupled but did- not
leave the track and Engineer Petty
managed to keep ahead of the flying
freight. The freight went probably
'so° feet, 'when it too, went off the
track In a few minutes fire startede
&for liptirsmehe cars and the lumber
'hurtied (tier*:
Tit erhnli f the collision was
heave,' by Vers. 4111 liiving in the vicinity
whin. Idiatety -ego* for' elhe
-c.k. When they got there • in
eerie ined.ttbeir gaze. The
Vas; oft tire and pin-
ova under a tulles wreckage WS
tifiv\iik.,,7
(watinarati Page Five).
Deputy United States Marshal T.
1.. Dowell of Marion, Ill., arrived
here yesterday and got some war-
rants and documents necessary in
the cafe of Manuel West, colored,
selbom he has under arrest at eoppa,
111. This morning the deputy will
return to that, city, Am* woe home
his man. ,
West is eteleetesel wide_ Iiirtg
liquor withom a license over about
Marion last fall. He skipped out
and -came to this city where he was
located. A copy of the warrant and
indictment was sent to Detective
efeeirenelo deputy marshals with in-
structions to arrest the accused, who
did not tarry long, however, but went
to joppa. where he was again located.
beputy Dowell then went there yes-
terday, and had West Locked opt,
and then came on here where he got
the documents sent to Paducah, they
being needed en the case. He now
goes back to Joppa today for West
.-selve..-witi-be tarried 'on back ro Mar-
ion for trial.
•
Back Again.
Jimmie Surratt, of Symeonia,
Graves county, was lociscd tip again
yesterday, this time by Marketroaster
Frank S. Smedley, who charges him
with beimg drunk and diem-tied),
down about the market at Second
and Kentucky avenue Jimmie has
been in the -hands of the authorities
before, and as usual yesterday shed
his bociaetful of tears, in pleading not
to .he locked up. When. taken be-
low he, in a beweihng manner,
wanted to Jcnow what ble sweetiteart
would say Shen he learned he was
-keckeel up. It ie doubtless she will
say a plenty, after Jeolge Sanders has
his say ithis morning in the police
court. He is a young fellow about
25 years of age and comes of a well
known family of Graves county. He
must have been here for a lark, as
when searched had six pairs of like
and many poker chips on his person.
DRUG mu
MEW YORK DISPATCHES SAY
ONE HAS BEEN OR-
GANIZED,
The Promoters Claim They Have
Secured Control of a Number Of
Paducah Houses.
Yesterday The Register received a
diepateet from New York stating that
a new drug store trust had been or-
ganized in that Eastern metropolis,
and would come to city to se-
cute (-onto) of many of the local es-
tablishments.
Ottereeeipt the dispatch many of
the }teeing dealers here in this line
were inierviewed, and all expressed
themselves 'as believing it was all a
hoax and nothing was on foot look-
ing to this end, as tile proprietors
of the lhoteeca were very well pleased
with their business and, were not in
the field 'to he controlled by any
trust. • '
Me. ,William It. elcPherson of the
big ,leeittrth and Broadway house said
he h* noticed where thee same trust
had eiven out that they secured con-
trol of many houses in Louisville,
-but that the Falls City papers inter-
viewed the dealers there and none
of them seemed ti know anything
about the matter.
Time preis eillipatelies do not Om
Any of the. detailed' part*rlails ilk, re-
gard to the prOpresed tenet, biti • not
much stock taken in it by the
Paducah druggists.
;•
MINISTER SUCIDES
IN ILLINOIS
Veteia.. . Feb. 6.- The Rev.
George H. ,Sindrionn patter of the
Finst ilitintist entirely, isrcsicient of the
Interstate Satijng bank and. the peo-
ple's Saving bank and recently ap-
pointed managed of the Yates sena-
torial campaign in Peoria county. was
found, dead in bed tibia morning,
He has been the object of investi-
gation at the hands of the state's at-
torney, the two banks and congre-
gation on the gravest ohatoes, and it
preatimedits he a case of suicide.
The Rea-. Mr. Simn-tons served two
years, a i stor of the Hioieland
flatOK erf T easel/lee*/ about
eieU- Pettit of th,Pehne
was inegglilitygetheeil$1111111le Booli
concern.
4 t 11 -
at '
:Al*. George .Walters-of the Central
Labor union, returned this morning
to Frankfort, where today weal app-
pear before the committee on labor
of the state leglislature, and urge for
passage by the general a-teen-1,1)1y of
Oen, child labor law. Ile goes in the
interiq of thee local organized unions
self and associate capitalists, w-hile a
Chicago man is after the property.
The -stockholders have agreed though
that they will not sell the property
unless Mr. Rtesoll, the lessee, makes
arrangements satisfactory with the
prospective purceesers, which means
he will not consent to the saleemiless
the new owners. him a lease
for as long as he wants. He leases
Be the hotel from. tee ;
ter. Ibis present lease has fourteen
months yet to run, while at the end
of that time he has an- option for five
more years, if he. wcats the place. If
the additien is mask he continues the
hotel proprietor, as he will 'even if
outsiders buy the building.
If the bid of the out-alders to buy
is rejected, the corntparty will early in
the spring arrange for erection of
the addition, that will cost in the
neighborhood of $35,000, and be of
,to elvecate anototon ot tile measure. P
inestimable service in relieving the
resent congested condition.
Mr. Walters keit evening said that
he *ought *ere was only. one bad
feature in the bile that whet,' no
provision is made for a mechanical
expert -to fill the position -oft !oboe
inspector. Ns the draft now- readsit dec.; not specify the qualificatioirs
of an inspeceter. to this extent, and
he thieks this ohould be ((One, -as only
peopte of ten" character can orfenely
discharge the r'letiee of the office.
This new, billeeirovides that boys
•
eneer 16 and girls under 18 ehall not
be %wicked arotind machinery without
peeneiseriee of the inspector, white-the
old law said 'county- judges or par-
tite:inmate; give consent, and this be
enough, for bops under 14 and girls
under 16 years.
The new ineastre places a fine of
nog snore than $so for the first viola-
tion CIT more than Sew for thee/v-
(4d, and 'not more than $25o• for he
third. Me. Walters has a copy of the
draft in full and 'he, together with
other labor men, will be before the
committee today to urge its adoption.
M. F. P. 'roof of the cordage fac-
tory, went up this morning to oppose
the measure. He fames the old law
and is a representative of the Padu-
cah manufacturers.
THIRTY'-SIX BODIES RE
COVERED FROM VALENCIA
Victoria, B. C., Feb. O.—Thirty-six
isoc$es of Ate Valencia victim's have
yeevered including ti
triple, in yesterday --nine men and
, mbre
three women
rr)
HOTEL DEAL
11..1111...•1111
SOME WANT TO SELL AND
AND OTHERS EN-
LARGE.
If Buildings Are Sold Mr. Charles
Reed Will Continue the Hotel
Business.
A great many rumors have been
afloat of recently regarding The
Palmer Hotel company making ex-
teneive acklitione to the hostelry,
sehik it has also been reported that
the owners of the structure were go-
ing to sell the place, and it would
change ,hands. This though is an
error, as to set at rest everything
in des connection, Proprietor -Charles
Reed was yesterday asked about it.
He stated that as regard.; him re-
tiring from the hotel business.
thotigh, that this was a rank error
as he expects to -continue for many
year, yet to come, even if the lyid-
ing is sold, because it is aptienary
with hit whether or not the sale is
made, because he has first to be
'satiefied.
The company (writing the hotel also,
,'was -the opera' house adjoining., and
the hostelry businees hats grown so
rapidly of the past few years- under
the able management of Mr. _Reed,
that at? addition has to be matte to
a eel-4h nodote the demands of the
traveling public. The owners have
had under consideration the question
of isoilding a four story addition to
stand .wlicre now sits the frame resi-
dence beside the hetet accupied by
Dr.. the
-are Riees. This contain--
pin d addition.' if made will stand op
over the present entrance to
Tire Kentucky- and cover that entire
portion of the ground the company
owns. The player:ens...entrance would
remain at prentot, hut be. on the
ground- floor of the adklition, when
colmoleted, while up on the second,
third and fourth floors above would
be the bedrooms for the addition,
that will be connected to the main
hotel structure now standing,
arched- passageways sixineing the
alley dividing ,hostelry from play-
house at Imogene
This is whit ..seone (if the stock-
holeers in the company went, while
some of the others want to sell to
outsidere. one man freen the Ease
wanting to buy the building Tier bine-
Clean Money Bill.
Washington, Feb. 6.—Representa-
tive Fowke (N. J.) has introduced a
"clean money" bill, which provhbea
that any- person or corporation hay-
ing mutilated or worn currency may
send it- by registered Mail to the
treasury of the United States and re-
ceive in exchange new currency with-
out post-age or registration crest
either way. The bill also speovidee
etoo,000 for -the traneportatihn of
worn-ont currency from subLteeasor-
les arid finiukei agents or 11.6911141Ityn-
ment to the •treasury of itUrtited
States and for -the return of new
currency.
BELGIUM
PREPARING
POSSIBLE
WAR
Troops Sent t) Front to
Defend Her Neutrality
ENGLAND IS
ALSO INVOLVED.
The Hague, Feb. 6.—Belgium has
sent troops to the German frontier
and has organized army maneuvers
oA a large scale near Liege and east
of Namur with a view to a 'pos4ible
Franco-German war and the necessi-
ty of defending Belgium neutrality.
is said that Britain has promised
to assist Belgium if the territory of
the latter is menaced. Reports are
current here that the Moroccan con-
ference was postposied owing to fear
of war. On the other hand, the
strong tone of the London market
lends support to the belief that the
Algeciras negotiations will be suc-
cessful.
German Duchy.
Grand Doke William of Luxem-
burg is reported seriously. el and, it
is feared that in case of his death
the relations between France and
Germany will be further complicated.
The grand duke has six daughtete,
but no son, and it is said that Ger-
many is urging the succession of
prince Frederick of Baden, husband
of Princess Hilda, the younger, with
a view of bringing the grand duchy,
which is regarded as the military l The growth ot nie wheelie is 1.,key to the north of France, within i
rapid, he urges the construction of athe German political confedera'tion
:new builderg• oni the block of groundas well as within the German zoll-
verein. :the board bought iie the Faxon addi-
Britain, which was among the pow I tion on North Twelfth st-eet, in or-
:e's to guarantee the neutrality t ee r dry to not only accernmedate those
Luxemburg under tee treaty of Lon- little ones of that vicinity, Who have
tdon in 1867, will offer a strong re- ' t" walk over a mile to get o their
sistance to the Girmanieation of the ,building,
 but ars° ace°iIii"ate the
cemary in a manner favorable to. .overflow gradually -arising every-
Germany's- supposed military de- wnere. Another accommodation he
signs against France. . t recommended was that of opening A
t
! street leading "from the Frankfia
Send Army. builet'tig on South Sixth street he-
ft is rumored that Germany would yond Husbands over theough the t
not hesitate if unrest arose in Lux- '', Fieherville -and adjacent sections to-
emburg as a result of the grand wards the Union depot so the obil-
duke's death, to march an army !dren will not have to walk the eight
corps or so into the Duchy ostensi- of ten extra blocks now exacted of
hiy to keep the peace, but more parr 'therti in order to get around the hol-
torilarly to store .a great advantage-ilowe to the Franklin school. The
from a military point of view in anytschool in Littleville, near the depot
conflict that :night occur between l eas maintained last year, but dropped
Germany and France. Luxemburg's this year ,and on -account of the
sense of independence is so strong i scarcity of streets • is that vicinity,
that time government sent its own f!cading towards the Franklin build-,
di
-legatee _to. The league peace 'con- ling, he reported aft the Littleviees.
feretice.. Beth • Holland and Bel_ l children out of school,
gium are watching the Lueemthurg ' Touching on the condition at the
{sitttatiori with the utmost cone-et:rt. Weshingtion) building. he strongly
 . urged sanitary Connections, and alsoWashington, Feb. 6—Senator Hey- stated the heating fnenace was its ahorn's condition is criticel. Tie has very lead conditien,' • a, yesterday,, 4.peritonitis. and a hurry-op summons .-.........
has been sent relatives, . 
,
. (Continued on Page Eight). ,
NO REPORT
ON BYRD
School Board Met in Regu-
- ee•
- 
-- •
CITY SOLICITOR
TO BE DISREGARDED,
Says Byrd Is Eligible, but Commit-
tee Will Recommend to the
Contrary
FLATTERING REPORT OF
SUPERINTENDENT LIEB.
For some reason there Wes hot--
brought in at last night's meeting of
the lichee] board the Washington
building on Wet Broadway, the re-
pine. totoeittg upent the eligibility of
Member Within). Byrd, one • of the •
two dim,,..a're. elec:ed at the last
ereCtion.
There , ante_ two meinhere Jae Ono_
investigating * committee present at
the board meeting,- but Chairman A.
List informed elle h;Cance of -the trus
tees the committee .wanted .until th
March meeting befOre bringing in
their report, therefore they were
granted art extension - of time as re-
quint d until • dein- datee eft claimed
the reason they did not want tc re-
port was because. the third menrber
of the investigating committee- was
not there.
The committee les a report claim-
ing MT. Byrd is not eligiBle, on the
ground that any single person can-
not hold two public offices at the
same time. Mr. Byrd is now, for a
period of ten weeks, deputy county
clerk,, appointed for the especial pur-
pose of waiting upon the county
beard of supervisors who sit that
long.
The city solicitor, however, says
-the question
i. brought up quite a scrap is in
view, as some republican trustee-s
have expressed their determination
to digressed the opinion of the pub-
lic's legal advisor and refuse the dent
ocrat permission to amuse his 'eat.
All the members were present at
last night's session, except two, those
there being Williamson. Pitcher,
List, Pet ter, Beekenbach, Karnes,
Byrd, Walston, Gellman and Davis.
Mr. Byrd participated in tbe gath-
ering just like the uncontested mem-
bers, and probabilities are the effort
to oust 'him will behhwarted.
Stmt. Lieb in his monthly state-
inent reported that as a result of the
mid-session examinations of week
before last, eighty-seven percent rif
the total number of scholars were
ptomoted from either oae gsade to
another or from one grade division
to the next higher division. He
thinks this a most excellent showing,
evidencing the ardor and aptitude
with which the children enter in up-
on their studies. The attendance for
January was 3,609 in ell the schools,
on an average to each teacher of 41,
which he thinks five or ten too many
to the room. During the past month
the children were absent from
school e,582, as compared with 3.554
the preceding 'year, while at present
the auditorium has 210 pupils seated
in, it.
•
•Inn"'
•"*.a, „,
-4,11.1PINS
AGAINST CITY
BRACK OWEN WILL NOT BE
BOTHERED ANY MORE BY
OFFICIALS.
Judge Reed Gave Him Permanent
Injunction Against Municipality
Yesterday.
Judge Reed in the circuit court yes-
terday deoicled the suit of Brack
Owen against the City of Paducah;
in favor of the plaintiff, who *was
granted a perpetual injunction, le-
straining the munivipality from try,-
ing to collect city taxes on the
Owen's Island located in the middle
of the river fronting tins city.
The judge in his decision said the
city could not extend its corporate
limits or boundaries, out into the
river so as to include the island and
in that manner collect taxes on same.
His opinion said a municipality could
not extend its botnidaries out into a
navigable stream for this purpose.
The city authorities of Paducah
have been taxing this island for years,
but of course Mr. Owen refused to
pay. The public officials would then
advertise his island to be sold for
alleged delinquent taxes. Of course
this bothered M. On, so he now
gets out' a permanant injunction
against the city which is prevented
from even trying to assess the prop-
erty.
In the divorce suit of Dutt against
Dutt, judge set for the aist day of
this term. the date for hearing the
motion for maintenance, during
pendency of the litigation.
There were filed briefs and plead-
ings in the ntsit of the National Life
Insurance company against Herbert
A. Rose's estate, • The pleanings were
'by tii erfFNatlmi4tArarnic
Louisvitle Which' claims the amount
due the Rose estate upon the policy
held in the limier' nal company.
GORMAN IS GETTING EVEN
Motive for Senator's Attack on Bahl-
mo:e and Ohio Seen.
liaiti&sre. 'And., Feb. 6.—Thatel
States Senator Authur Pie Gorman's
attack (in the Baltimore and 'Ohio
railroad, in which he seeks to make
The millionm recount for about $3;(),-
coo alleged to he due the state of
Maryland has met with great popular
interest. Senator Gorman is the
state of 'Maryland's director in the
road, the state being a large stork-
holder in the Washington branch.
lie has eported to the general as-
sembly .that The railroad has diverted
interest that shrnrki go to stock-
bobtlers of Sas 'Washington branch •to
uses on the main line and that the
et.soo,cno given ro the Washington
road for abandoning its old station
at the capitol has been pieced to the
account of the main line. An at-
• cotmtant is to be engaged to look
into 'Baltimore mind Ohio .bookkeep-
ing.
SIC ASSESSMENTS
COUNTY SUPERVISORS FDA-
ISHED WITH CAR AND
TELEPHONE COMPANIES
'The City Supervisors WEI Give Out
the Figures Until Ses-
sion Closes.
The county board sin supervisors
have fixed the valuations on the
street car company, electric light
company, gas company, and steam
heating company, all of vohich are
corerelled by the Some c Welveter
people of Boston. The supervisors
assessed the combined tangible prop-
erty interests of these concerns ;at
$162.000 wine'', ;is the valtration the
preprietare themselves put on their
propenty. 'Phi, is a voluntary in-
---neceane of $22,000 over last year, at
svbich time for county and state
taxes these companies were wahred at
$140.000. This valitnttion is on the
tangible property only, inhile the eon-
cerne_pay a franchise tax on $264.(roo.
Than is the franchise for the con-
cerns was last years assessed at this
figure by the state lamed of equaliza-
tion, which fines the price on the
grants, and' it is believed about the
earn< valuation will be concluded on
for this year. •
- The county srupervisorsetesed
the 'Cumberland Telepho com-
pany's tangnile property thing year at
$5in000, which is a raise of • SISiono.
The new telephone comipany was
valu7kat a figure ocrneriderable lower
thalt'thha. Both these concerns pay
on a franchise also.
The city supervisors yesterday said
they had decided on the assessments
to 'be made against these peisrate cor-
porations, but -would not give Out the
figures until they rompktely wound
up their work the hat of this week,
because if pitblished first one 'paper
and then another would tette a whack
at them, While it would ranee a great
source of annoy:nice to them in tooth-
ing through to iinisih Matters. When
they 'haNe the respective assessment,'
of individuals, firms and corporations,
counted tip intvs one -fistal, and this
'completes& the vaksatione placed on
abeise corpOirstiozosb will be given out.
--almulmssmsonsossils00.101100111. 
WORKING AHEAD Our Annual White Sale
ENGINEER WASHINGTON IS
GATHERING UP THE
NECESSARY DATA.
He Will Have Figured Out What
Each Property Owner Will Owe
Before Work Begins.
City Engineer Washington is tak-
ing time by the forelock and execut-
ing some important Work in 'his
office, so as to prevent rush from
overtalaing bins when spring weather
opens up and public street improve-
ments are resumed. This 'work he
is doing now is that of getting to-
gether the number of feet each prop-
erty owner controls on Kentucky
avenue and Jefferson. From these
figures he will calculate the cost of
the proposed bitulithic work in the
fronting each foot of property.
Contracts for re-construction of
the-se thoroughfares with bittilithic
have already been let, and things
waiting for .ring weather to open,
when operations wile be started, it
being impossible to lay the bitulithic
streets during the chilly weather.
After public street work is done, the
engineer's force has to go to the
county clerks office, look over .the
records and ascertain how many feet
of property iv owned by each party
living along the improved highway.
The abutting property owners pay
one half of the street re-construction
expense, and the city the other half.
By knowing how many feet every-
body owns, the engineer conputes
bear of the expliChfor the work,
and finds out each has to
it being at so much per front foot.
As the engineering departnutnt is
always kept very loner during the
warmi moonss, looking after--tne
side street and other public work,
and nas not much time for office
duties, the engineer is utilizing the
present chill times and getting up all
his data showing what eaeh abutting
land owner will owe the contractor
for the ..venek on these mentioned
highways. When the improvement
is completed and accepted by the city,
the contractor is then given these
bills against the land owners, so he
can coliect from thern his money.
Mr. Washington expects to leave
next 'Saturday or Sunday for Virginia
to visit his father, and be gone two
weeks.
NEW CONCERN.
Outsiders Coming in Interest of ,Pro-
posed Enterprise.
Mr. S. A. Holbrook, who intends
ereciing the skewer chit lin thi&
city, has written from the East that
he will be here in about two weeks
to see if he cannot close things up
for the establisimaent of his industry
here.
Mr. Lunn H. Homer. of Boston.
writes to local parties interested that
he will be here sometime this month
to look over the field and see what
Are pro•peals ate for locating in Pa-
ducah a factory to manufacture cot-
ton fabrics. He represents a large
concern.
Eastern capitalists are negotiating
for the property now occupied by
Miss Zula Cobb millinery 'house on
Broadway between Fourth and Fifth
streets, with the intention of using
it and enough of the adjoining
ground to put up a business build-
isg. The property has been leased
from the Maxwell estate. by the City
Improvement and Realty company
for a long term of years, and the
realty company announces Eastern
parties want to lease it to put up the
structure, but the deal has not yet
bees closed.
BAUXITE PROPERTIES
TO RE DEVELOPED,
Ohiettancega, Term.„ Fob. 6.—The
general Bauxite company with plants
in St. Louis and Inttabmg, Pa.. has
secured control of a greater 'portion
ot the bauxite properties in this *hole
section, and the mirseral, svli;ch is
need in the manufacture of aluminum.
will be developed. It is said that the
company went out emissaries in dis-
guise as tramps in order to ascertain
The locatioe of these mineral lands
throughout the South;
CANNOT HANDLE MAIL
Chicago Force of goo Clerks and a
Pine Building Prove Inadequate.
Chicago, Feb. 6.—Ohicago, with
one of the finest positoffite buildings
in the country, is utterly unable to
handle its mail business. For the
first time in four years the full force
of 9oo clerks in the mailing division
was required to work yesterday to
renew the congestion that has
clogged the Machinery since Febru-
ary/.
Although the clerks have been
working from ten to twelve hours a
diay, hundreds of bags of mail are
left itialisturbect each night. Import-
ant mail for business 'houses is hours'
late in being received and 'sent out,
and complaints about the inadequate
service have been. piling pp in Post-
master Busse's room for At ve fa
day*.
'Pneumatic liken in the new post-
e , which.ttist 120,000 to install,
are pricticaly useless, because there'
are not enough clerks to take the
km.
Starts Monday Morn-
ing February 5.
at 8 O'clock
Muslin Underwear
They are the stars that claim the
center of the stage for this big sale;
and most worthily, too. Ordered
early last summer the price savings
we made were enormous, and the
garments in fascinating daintiness and
extraordinary value will outclass any
competition. Note the true econo-
mies, the exquisite designs and the
broad range of prices. You have
long waited for such a sale as this;
now, delay not, but make your plans
to be early tomorrow at Ogilvie's
Children's white muslin undervraists,
15c value for 10C
Ladies' corset covers, good styles
-aud-good values for 25e
Ladies' drawers, well made and per-
fect fitting for . • • 250
Ladies' night gowns, trimmed with
Torchon lace, a85c value for 69e
Ladies' night gowns, trimmed with
val lace, a Si 50 value for 5,1.00
Ladies' skirts trimmed with Torchon
lace and insertion, 85c value
for  69e
Flannelette night gowns, •a 75c qual-
ityat .. soc
White Sale Specials
A score or more of economical
iternefi culed from 511 over the store,
each one strongly showing that per-
sunant lownes• of price and highness
of quality that characterizes every
cffering of this broad and far-reach-
in White Sale of Ogilvie's
10 pieces Persian lawn, a isc quality
at per yard 
-10e
Yard wide brown domestic in short
lengths
to pieces
worth 7c at per yd 6(
white longcloth, a r3%c
quality, ia yards to piece, at
per piece .
A lot of waists,
and $2 oo, choice for
A lot of corsets were Si
for 
Castile Soap, one pound
per cake 
$1.20
were St .00
 
69e
oo and $1.5o,
cakes,
69c
10c
Witch Hazel Soap, 3 cakes to box,
per box 
Allen's Talcum Powder
for 
10e
5e
All silk Taffeta ribbon, 3 in. wide,
100per yard
Linens and
White Goods
Sturdy linens, the real old-fash-
ioned kind your grandmother affec-
tionately tells of; the kind that wear
like links of filmy steel and look bet-
er every time they come from the
tub. Hundreds and hundreds of
yards fresh from the looms, and ev-
ery price mark most persistently
low.
7.110C11. )‘10,0C ho4 table damask, extra,
heavy, a $t 50 value for ..$1.25
Napkins t match, worth $3.,o
f or 
58 inch cream linen damask, s
value, for per yard 44
73 inch bleached table damask
for 
-10#
36 inch union linen lawn, a bargain,
at  25C
Another lot of all linen crash, a t5c
value for 12-t
Bed Clothing
Bed clothing bought here is
the first time you use it and
right the last time you use it.
why is easily found; no poor
ever finds place in this store.
right
it is
The
make
The
prices are very special for this Big
White Sale 
_
Hemmed bksclisel Sheets, Ilizso,
for 50e
II 1-4
for 
white quilts, hemmed,
$1.00
it 1-4 fringed quilts with cut cot-
$1.50
75(
• $1.00
nets for .
Single bed comforts
for .
Extra large comforts
for
Silkaline comforts, 81:91 inches
for 52.00
Silkalirse comforts, 9oxgo inches
for ... 132.75
L. B. Ogilvie CZ Co.,
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
piti(mwely to ;thenn 'and, they
are idle tnuoli of the time.
Machinery in the new building
which cone $200,000 is allso proving
more of a hindrance than a benefit
because •it, requiren quite a number
of clerks to operate it, and that num-
ber has been taken from the regular
forceiwhich was indifeqtrate before.
White the governmiern officials at
Washington are aware of the condi-
tions, they have said that Chicago
cannot expect relief before July t.
'when next year's appropriation- be-
comes available,
INDEPENDENT OIL COMPANY
John a. Greener Co. Distributing
Agents for Nashville Territory.
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. --6.---The
Pihn G.' Greener company has been
made distributing agent of the Gulf
Refining company, the Largest oil
company independent 'of the Stand-
ard, and will be ready to deliver
goods now in tiansit by the first of
next week. Five delivery wagons
have already arriv.ed. The Gulf Re-
fining company* bw, a capital of $25,-
ono,000 and does an immense amount
of business' throughout the United
States.
Have Ptwyear, of Alastract Corn'
pany, examine title to your .property.
Nvw Register budding.
Mrs E. L. Whitesides,
OSTEOPATH.
6o31/2 Broadway.
Phones, old 431 New, 761
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a (rink, but a, seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for cough.
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Pah/table.
50# and $1. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORILS.
-7th Mist" Phri." I"
05
,
•
4.1.4001,110110.411.11.e.14.. -Rre, R
Special Sale
n Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIA TO MATCH
FOR THE arum SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESI9N8 THAT OTHERS AR R SELLING AT 6 awn Pi.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY il.4c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, !tic, 15C, 300
AND UP TO Stt.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICE*
TO 81.01T TriE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESaGNII IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVUABLA C('1
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGILD BORDIVII TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPER& WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING& ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKILAND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AN!) SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES-AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE REIT VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
IIIIThe Largest  Fortune....
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
 
—a
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. K14
MAIM, [FINGER & CO. 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL &TATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL Etrives-41, WESTERN KENTUCKY TAM. EASII
MTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
W.DG fit W. WIlifTTEMOILIC. Paid-sous& Elk.
04.11.4.**4441644•6044•611414114••••411144411***6446
j!E. COULSON,
PLOIV
mai
ID,
Steam and not Water Heating.
Mon 133. 529 BroadWay.
••
4
RECHEREDPIANOS
ALDERMAN MILLER GOT
BACK HIS EIGHT IN-
STRUMENTS.
Courts of Tennessee Have Decided
Man Can Reclaim Goods If
Caught in Transit.
Aldierman W. T. Miller, the piano
deaki, has returned from Tennessee
where he recoverd posession of his
•eight fine pianos that were shipped to
A. L. Powell of Retherford, Tenn.,
just before the latter filed his peti-
tion in bankruptcy several weeks ago.
Mx. MilIkr had sold the pianos to
him on consignment, six of which
were in the depot there, awaiting de-
livery, .wherv Powell tilled Ls petition
in bankruptcy, while one had been
churned over by Powell to another
party to satisfy Powell's indebted-
ness. The eighth one was being
held by the lbanarupt.
On laying $p, claim before the
referee of the bankrupt court, Alder-
man Miller was given possession of
the property, the referee informing
(rim that he had a perfect right to re-
claim goods sent on consignment to
Powell. The referee also informed
Mk. :vbller that the highest court in
the state of Tennessee had already
decided that goods sold any party
who took the bankrupt law, could
be re-claimed by the fiorn selling
them to the other party, provided
she firm catches the sgoods in transit.
That is before they are turned over
by the railroad or express companies
Ii the purchaser.
,Powell flied a petition giving
Si.i.000 liabilities.
CHIEF HERE.
Blew in on the . Blizzard and Says
Paducah Is a Winner This Year.
Chief' Harry Lloyd, manager of the
K.1.-T. hall team of Pachicah, was in
city Sunday from Helena, Ark, where
he has been several weeks Superin-
tending repair- made on tranifer
boats for the I. C. He came up to
see his family.
The chief has had an offer to go
with Vicksburg, Miss.. as manager of
the team that city maintains in the
Cotton States' league, but he re-
fused it, preferring Paducah where
'he will manage again this season. He
says he is keeping his eye open and
will have the fastest teem the Kitty
s
o ever had, for this year. He thinks
a good season is ahead with the neve
circuit, and bet. Paducah is the pen-
nant winner again.
* ABSENT WITNESS
GEORGE DOZIER. COLORED,
GIVEN CONTINUANCE YES-
TERDAY.
Ben Boyd, Colored, Given Postpoge-
ment on Case Charging Hint
with Running disorderly dance.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Sanderi continued until
tomorrow ,the proceeding charging
George Donierr, c ()lowed, with im-
morality with Annie Dixon a 16-year-
old negro girl, at her home in 1133
Madison street several days ago. Cer-
tain witnesses are wanted togive their
teatime:my, and it was because of this
that the postponement was given, it
being impossible for them to attend
yesterday. The authorities seem to
think they have a strong case against
'Dozier who is said to be a had negro.
There was postponed until trim:it-
-row the warrant charging Ben Boyd,
colored, with violating the city ordin-
ance which prescribes that disorderly
assetnIblairef. of -people shall not
gather. Boyd is the colored baseball
magnate accueed of conducting a dis-
orderly dance at the Henry Galhnan
establishment on North Tenth near
Trimble street. The judge is rocking
the matter to the bottom before act-
ing.
Sam Roberta and Frank Jenkins
were each fined $1 and costs for
!being drunk. —
NO WATER FOR 48 YEARS
Aged Woman in Good Health Says
Adsm's Ale Makes Her Sick.
Kars City. Mo., Feb. 6.---"Water
makes me sick. Sometimes the mere
sight of it nauseates me. That is the
reason Mrs. Sarah Millis, of Odg-en.
Utah, gives for not having drunk for
forty-eight years. Mrs. Millis is
visiting her daifghter, Mrs. J. F.
Rawlins, at 1216 East. Ninth street.
She is 74 years old and lively as a
cricket.
• "My abstinence from water is not
a matter of rule," she said. "I sim-
ply don't care lot water as a bever-
age and after having gone without it
for a few months and smffering no
ill effc'et's IS.It so I never thought
of drinking it aly more than I would
think of taking a glass of poison.
:And it is a mom of poison to my sy.;-
tern When I was a little girl I re-
member that often a glass of water
would make rue deathly sick.'
•
ROLLINS ESCAPED1
INDIAN TERRITORY OFFICERS
SAY HE GOT
••••••••+••••,••-
He Is the Negro Charged with Mar-
dering Mate George Guaaler
of Steamer Clyde.
'Yesterday morning the steamer
ClYdr arrived here from up the Ten-
nessee river, and Captain Hunter re-
portedi that while at Johnsonville,
Tenn, the night before, they We're
shown a telegram received by the
sheriff of that city, stating that Tom
RoHine, colored, had made 'his escape
from the authorities in Indian Terri-
tory where the was arrested, and was
to have been brought back to John-
s to :tart:: tr:r.i
of rnundiering- Mlate George Crussfer
of the Clyde about thirteen months
ago. Rollins 'had been captured in
that western territory, and Johnson-
vine authorities notified to come
after him, but shortly thereafter an-
other dispatch came saying he had
made his escape, but did not give the
manner in which it was effected.
Gassier was taste of the Clyde and
had charge of the roustabouts, which
included lhollins. One day at John-
sonville the mate had trouble with
the negro and fired him. Rollins
went up on the bill and hiding him-
seld beside the grain elevator at that
place, awaited 'his time, and when
Gussler passed closely, Rollins shot
and killed .hint
The negro made his escape and ha,,
since been chased over the country,
until finally cornered in the territory,
but it memo 'he was smooth enough
to outwit the authorities there.
LICENSE PENALTY
TREASURER DORIAN WILL
NOT COLLECT IT RIGHT
AWAY.
Will Not Heap Additional Expense
On to People Until License Or-
dinance Amendments are
Adopted
•
The oh..rter prescribes that the
first of February people who have
not paid the city treastUer for the
municipal license entitling the rntii do
business the ensuing year that the
tressorer shall collect a penalty of
ten per cent. When asked yesterday
what be was doing in the matter,
Terasurer John J. Dorian said that
he was not collecting the penalty
from those paying after the first of
this month and would not until final
adoption • is given the amendments
now being made to the license ordi-
nance, changing the prices charged
lovers' different character of busi-
nesses.
The license ordinance was adopted
the first of last month, it designating
what every businesa and profession
should pay. After the final passage
the insurance companies, tobacco
brokers, employment bureaus and
several other lcimis of businesses,
petitioned the municipal legislative
authorities complaining at the li-
cense charged them, claiming it was
entirely too high. Now. the boards
have heeded their protests and at
present there are being adopted
amendments to the original ordi-
nance reducing the licenses charged
these especial lines of business. It
will take until the last of this month
or probably some time next month,
before final adoption is given these
new measures making effective the
changes that reduced the price:
charged.
Now Ma. Dorian' says that the
people doing business in the lines re-
ceiving a reduction cannot be com-
pelled to pay their license beide the
first of this month because it has
not been fully settled what they are
to pay. As they are getting th:
benefit of a month or six weeks; ex-
tra time, he thinks the penalty
should not be collected from the
others where no reductiins are being
made, because that would be giving
an advantage to those being reduced
over the others, who are not getting
any decrease.
Just whenever there becomes a
law the amendments going the
rounds of the municipal hoards mak-
ing the reductions, the treasurer
will then commence collecting the
penalty from everybody.
ATLANTA'S FIGHTING PARSON
BUYS TICKET TO FIGRT
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 6.—Flourishing
a ticket in 'his, right hand,' I. Len
G. Brotighton, Atlanta's "fighting
parson," declared from the pulpit to
the Tabernacle Baptist church to-
night that hc bacll procuredi a seat
for the Degorote-Fitzpatrick prize
fight, scheduled to he pulled off on
Peaohtree street, the city's fashion-
able thoroughfare, tomorrow night,
for the purpose, of securing evidence
to break up pre fighting in Atlanta.
Dr. Broughton has a record Rir
strenuousness, and .his declaration
that he will attend the mill has
caused a stir in sporting circles. In
the past few months a number of
;4Iva/eats 'have been held on the quiet,
btit now Dr. Broughton promises to
show up the ti.ifiole business, . .
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A Liquid Food
The true Malt-Tonic rich in tissue-forming,
blood-making properties is
itaitiEU 5 ER -BuseL,,
gf
•
TRADE MARK.
It is made up of 14.60 per cent of nutritioub Malt
extract and is a perfect digestant—non-intoxi-
cating—delicious tasting. The ideal tonic for
convalescents.
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Lomita. U. S. A.
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BUSINESS DEAL
Abram L. Weil & C. Buy Out Mr.
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to infant'
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city ,for the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowkdge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of having
brought the business of Mx. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of the
liberal patronage accorded him.
guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take
teen Young Women Abroad 
Its Onests.
The Courier-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, Julyi
?a, until it returns ‘o "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
wosnan from each district is to be the
one to make the tour The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $15,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnwes. There may
be a young woman from this secti
on
who is a candidate for this tour.
VkArite the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and f
all
details of the tour. t
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
Delivered to your home for to cen
ts
a week.
Ten Per Cent Broadway 
Investment.
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
hubusiness ilding between First 
and
Second street, lot 18x65, that will 
pay
permanentlx to per cent net on t
he
investment. Nothing better in Pa-
ducah than this for a .afe busine
ss
building investment. •
Whittemore Real estate Agency.
Frat rnity building. Both phones 835
Claim Notice.
All paitie's hoIang claims against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the tinder-
signed, properly certified to, else
they will he'harted, according ito law.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM, Adm'r.
House at $530.
New 3 room Salem avemie house,
a minutes' walk from car line, rents
for $7 per month. Pays ts per cent.
Fraternity building. Both phohes 835.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
'and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
S P POOL L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.
NO. ito PADUCAH, KY.
Subscribe For The Register 
VEDO1 OMUARCHEILENECDTERPIACARTLIAAENNTO
•10121123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
N405141.1451
Nine-1
As
X101,341 1
‘W441W451
First-Class.kill,
Watch Work M
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS i
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Bleich i
224 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
We Offer $50.00 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVIOG THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this off e. not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for Sur
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride 'ourselves in this department, which. turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and* at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and EngliFh Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same as
*giving you New Goods foi• Old Goods. -
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY., '
Watches cleaned and examined   75c up Watch Hands toe up
New Mainspring, best'quality  75c up Watch Glasses  toe up.
New Case or Hairspring  75r up Watch Keys 5c.
New Jewels, whole or cover soc
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year.
Silver.
Highest price paid for Old Gold and
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113 R 6. BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to those who need it.
AN.... •
— --
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EDISON
STANDARDI
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure iv your
home during the long winter4
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.
Warren & Warren
Jewelers
ntuSikoadway
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLEN
W. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phone* 31-
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
-toN7es arzc;
Ftirpittirte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
aill-azo Court street. Old phone 1318.
Clem Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone roar—Red.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want y...ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suite made to order.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DREG
STORES.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will poetics in all courts of Ken-
tucky
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar.
L. A. Lagomarsino.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget
HAYES
•
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.,
TEL 756.
•
 •
The decisive vote by which Repre-
sentative ewart's bill was passed
in lower house,- insures its pass-
ages in the senate, and it will become
a law. Under Mrs Stewart's bill
suits for libel against newspapers
must be brought in the county Where
the newspaper is published or in the
county where the plaintiff resides.
This is as the law should be, for a
Contemptible spiteful shyster, under
the present laNer. can force a news-
paper to go into a county and de-
fend a suit where neither of the lit-
igants reside, and there rely upon a
picked or packed jury to soak it to
a Oewspaper. When a man fears to
bring a suit in the county where he i
lives, he but shows that his methods
are ,so well known that the would get I
nothing for his pains. •
The Register has been up against ,
something like this, but before it •is
all over with we will show up to the CITY OFFICIAL THINKS COM-
PETATIVE EXAMINATION.
THE BEST.
Heretofore the Fire Underwriters
Have Controlled the Situation
in This Reainect.
One city official yesterday . stated
that he did not admire the poiicy
adored by the municipal boards of
last year in not choosing anybody
fotothe position of city eleetosiati
ithont the fire insurance coMpanica
recommeoded 'him. In . Ala he said
eere May If wail.eriolating the
law by ap Evertz to
this position, when the latter is not
even a legal- resident of-radar-at), he
not .having lived here. for one year
occessary to .acquire a residenceship.
4me the rt x pr es Sty *provides. do
au one ehall be e public officeholder
(4 the ,city unlefss he is a bona fide
,
r y stategl
velOne cted
•it was epon the recennenendati n ol
•141:-teupretne- , eattrt -.4,1 his state •Colorado; ftlus city, but Commissioner C. C.
Association
-BUMS every year to instilutienee,
give large licans on' the lecinrinican treaty,' the the 1-511dle'rwritera'• 
Charity tri Fire 
,•cedies; interests and movements-- Rose of the local office of 'the Ken-
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Doing Good With Money.
The following editorial in the Chi-
cago Chronicle, though not indorsed
in its entirety, yet possesses many
points worthy of, serious considera-
tion. In this day sand generation too
many able-bodied people in America
prefer to depend upon charity to go-
ing to work and making an honest
living. It is another species of graft,
and one would be surprised to sec
the well dressed people who seek
:charity from the authorities, even in
'a city like, Padocalt.
The Chronicle says:
. We often hear people say, "How
• much good I would do if 1 ooly had
a large fortune!" or "I have no d•e-
'sire for wealth except for this good
I rook! do." Most of the people
‘•-•so say 'these &hors have novo- hod
••ny money and that Is the reason
they say them.
No doubt there are billions of doh
lars now hoarded up which the own-
ers would give' away and he glad to
get rid of if they only Rnew that it
would really make the world 'happier.
They are treasuring up this wealth
simply because observation and ex-
perience have convinced them that it
is aknost impossible to give it away
without doing more harm than good.
Suppose a wealthy man in -Chicago
should permit it to be known that
be had $1,000.000 Aids he would be
glad to give away in small sums to
the worthy poor. What would be
the result? The streets for a mile
in every direction from his residence
would be black with struggling
masses of people claiming to be the
-worthy poor," nearly all of whom
would come with a he in their right
-hands. To distrilitsa money to that
crowd of people would be to encour-
age thein in habits of idleness, hypo-
crisy and dishonesty and make them
tenfold' more the children of the devil
than they were before.
The testinwiny of a city pastor on
this point is valuable, and the lat
Dr. Barrows, formerly the pastor of
the First Presbyterian chunk once
said in his pulpit when appealing for
a charitable coreribution: "I know
it may be said that a good propor-
tion of what we give away dos more
harm than good. I sometimes think
that all. Iasive myself has that ef-
itect."
Pot' this reason the wealthy men
• of Chicaene instead of dciling oto
sorted to by a contemptible, spiteful
and malicious person. We Mire un-
der stood that suits have been
brought against this paper for the
ciewilish purpose of putting it to ex-
pense and annoyance just to satiate
the spite and malice of an enemy,
and if this be true, we propose in
due time to make him face a Mc-
Cracken county' jury and explaia a
few things.
An imper of Frankfurter sans-
:180as ha4 asked the departtnent at
ahhington if there are any objec-
talus to the use of salicylic or ho-
rack acid as a preservative.. To a
ma illkho Can litand1;.4111111111re:tir clog
•end ham-dat, a tea'. acid rnishgs
should not he objectionable.
•
Senators Itersop be-yiivne 14,4u t ( jive Party .44s
order to .gct o vote with, the repub-
. and how does abet work? • It might hands down Q decision affirming the
; he mor . appropriate to. how it foie of $1,000 assessed against him
"works" them. They so frequently
-for contempt of irt. Pattersonfind that jt :s doh* barnt 'that theY
. have to employ detectives to run
down the "charities", that are ()illy
elewee thee, ortereei tent re" for time
sole .purpose of receiving these Cote.
tributions.. •
"Why not bitild a free 'hospital for
the. side?" says some one. Yes, and
sec it fillsd year after year with pa-
tients whose relatives and friends are
abtindantly able, to care for them,
hut who pretend to cast them off so
that they may get their stipport and
treatment free.
"What is the matter with a free
diapensary?" says another. The mat-
ter is that many well-to-do men will
*end their wives and children to it
to tell lies, and get medicines and
medical advice without paying fisr
them.
"Certainly there can be no harmin a free library and reading room,"
says another. In some cases no, and
yet if a person will visit the average
public library and scrutinize its pat-
rons he may conclude that it is to alarge xtent a roost for tramps, who
visit it simply as a place in which
they can loaf and keep warm. It is
said that the outside thermometer
can be inferred with ,perfect' accuracy
frorn-stlie number .of visitors.
"Well, then," says sonic one else.
"build model homes for working men
'aril working women." This . looks
all right until you 
-find that the em-
ployers are carefully calculating
• 'how intsch their employes save by
these eharitics and deducting that
, touch from their wages, so that your
money goes straight into their tills.
. The obstacles to doing good in
these directions hove Ted wealthy
men to stop giving to almost all Ob-jects. except educatiot on the 'theory
i at ilitovi , - :!i Ira. t I": it not h • r - 1! !nil/
abused. 1A t i'r-.'sident itadley, of
Yale • University; in a resent address t Atif FALL IN THE OHIOin Denver, said, 'We have gone too
1: r in the matter of free education. r .We are 'giving many students osho
do not appreciate it something for
nothing," his thspight being evidently
that results wetre better When young
men had to -struggle to get an edu-
cation.
"Give your money to the church,
then;" says some one, but the -trou-
ble Is that subsidised religion is a
poor thing even if it does not be-
come downright hypocrisy. An en-
dowed church is apt to be an en-
dowed spiritual cemetery. There are
those who think a man could not give
money more unworthily and injuri-
ously than to bestow it even on for-
eign 'missions.
Titre is really no way in ,which a
aealthy man can dispose of his
money so safely, so far as society
concerned, las by lavishing it on
bissiness pursuits or on elegant and
expensive living. In this way he
scatters millions on every hand and
yet no one is taught to be an im-
poster or a pauper. /ifs expensive
buildings, grounds, clothing, equip-
ages, entertainments and travels
may look to' a superficial observer
like sheer prodigality, but they are
really the kindest and moat consider-
ate disposition of great wealth that
can be conceived.
LYON'S
 LIFE
low. Louisville.
Untold Suffering and • Constant :
Misery—Awful Sight From that
Dreadful Complaint, Infantile Ec-
zema—Cammenced at Top of his
Head and Covered Entire Body.
MOTHER PRAISES
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"Our baby had that dreadful com-
t, Infantile Eczema, which afflicted
him for several months, commencing at
the top of his head, and at last ysrag
his whole body. Hi sufrerin o
untold aud constant misery, in feeig.
there was nothing we would not have
done to have given him relief. The
family doctor seemed to be wholly
incapable of copingewith the case, sal
after various experiments of his, which
resulted in :to benefit to the child, we
sent to Mason, 111., to a druggist and got
a full set of the Cuticura Remedies sad
applied as per directions, and he began
to improve immediately, and in about
three or four days began to show a
brighter spirit and really laughed, for
the first time in a year. In about ninety -
days he was fully recovered, with the
exception of a rough skin, which is
'gradually disappearing, and eventually
will be replaced by a healthy one.
"Praise for the Cuticura Remedies
has always been our greatest • easure,
and there is nothing too that we
could say in their favor, or they cer-
tainly saved our baby's life, for he was
the most awful sight that I ever beheld,
prior to the treatment of the Cuticura
Remedies. Mrs. Maebelle Lyon, 1826
Appleton Ave., Parsons, Kan., July 18,
1905."
COMPLETE TREATMENT $1
Complete external and internal treat-
ment for every humor, 'consisting of
Cuticula Soap, Ointment and Pills, may
now be had for one dollar. A single
set is often sufficient to cure the most
torturing, disfiguring, itchingoburning,
and scaly humors, eesenias. raAtes, and
irritations, from infancy to age, when
all else
*sweet& Piot St Chem. Coup..lerrope, balm
Calkeiseme. sad Me ars .as throveless1
assiter.. Us Skis Beet
ELECTRICIAN
people of this district some of the
most unprincipled methods ever re-
seems to be hard to hold down.
Chicago will try high license 'foe
as thousands of saloons,' and ein or
(finance fixing the fee at $1,000 'has
been favorably reported. If a city
must have saloons, the license and
other conajderations should he such
as to have none but the highest'
class .poasibit
It took Contess de Castellane some
sears to get a correct measure of
the fellow who married 'her, but any
woman may set it down as 'a sure
shot that the man who l arries 'herilfor her money is not w rth the re-
spect, much less the lOve, of any
woman.
Another Chicago 'professor has
broken into print with a hid for nos
toriety by. declaring that the Bible
is not inspired. In his search for
a comfortable spot in the 'thereafter,
he will have ample time to reflect
upon the subject, and to change his
views. •
The drummers of Georgia have pe-
titioned the legislature of that state
to enact h law requiring )untry. ho-
tel keepers, to put clean sheets on
the beds. If. this passes we expect
next to hear of a law to abate the
bed hug and cockroach nuisance.
It seems that 
 
Chin ii wants to
start something. Untie Sam is- the
;Arcing fellow for the Mongolians tieelee to a "rough hoe,e."
tucky Fire Underwriters, eaid he had
not recomrhended Evertz. Mr, RoSee
wrote . to headquarters at Louithvilie
Drop From Pittsburg to Be-
T.HE COLD WAVE
CHECKS THE RISE
This Is the Season for the Ohio,
but the Cold Weather
Interferes.
BUSINESS QUIET
ON LOCAL WHARF.
The river is falling from Pittsburg
to point* below thia city, and should
the cold' wave continue a furthet
e:ocip is expected. There are its‘
movements in coal boat circles at
Pittsburg, end s' farther fall would
cause a total diseositinUation of the
packet movements. There was less
than tive feet of waver at Davis Is-
land Dam this morning. The use
of the falls at Louisville has been
entirely abandoned, the canal bring
used altogether by incoming and de-
parting boats. There was 7 feet
inch in the canal, 4 feet 9 inches on
the fallS, and 16 feet 7 inches at thefoot of the locks this morning.
There is no rise in sight.
Calrc.e--yee; failing.
Chattanooga
-7.o, falling.
Evansville—r 5.5, falling.
Florence--rnissing.
Johneonville—to.3, falling
Louieville-7.1, falling.
Mt. Carmel-7.o0falling
Nasbville—t 1.7. falling.
Pittsburg-2.3, falling.
Danis Island Dam--4.'.
St, Lestris--11.4.
Ma. Vernon—missing.
Paducah—sa.o, falling
A , Memphis Dispatch Says: "The
second largest tow boat on the Mis-
1 sissippi River, the Joseph B. WU-
I hams, towing behind it forty-ei a
boats, loathd the altogeer with litS4oco
bushels of coal and. carrying a crew
of too men, passed Memphis yes: -r-
4a'. The boat is relining on a 
andollay schedule in the hope of
reaching New. Orleans before coal
goes down in price. The Lee bine
was expected fo open op the traffic
with St. Lots today, but advices in-
dicated that the river was too full of
ice to make the scheme practical. to
it was called off. A
There gets out for the Tennessee
river this afternoon the steaeuer
Clyek whiter remains up there until
next Windily night.'
Tomorrow night the eteamer I. A-
tticky comes out of the Tenn. We
river and hays here. until Saterekiy
a Item-moon at five o'clock before skip-
ping away on her return trip.
There skips out fora Cairn this
morning at eight o'clock the steamer
DickEosttler. She comes back tonight
about ii.
The Joe Fowler comes in this
morning from Evansville and gets
away on her reify for there as
qoick is be can unload and load
again.
The John S. Hopkins yesooday
went to Evansville and leave -. ims
mediate's. for Nasarvilk.
JUDGE REVERSED
APPELLATE BENCH FC'IND
FOR TF.RRELL IN THL
SUIT,
and asked Secretary audc Snyder,
of the organization, if he abo Jude 
Husbands Hed Decided r Fa-
"mend 
rec- 
vor of Mart, Who Owes Other
oinntend Evertz for the position, and Abut St ,000
s yet Stead er has n•it re-•sohed.
alr. Gilsdorf, the former cay elec-
trician, recommended Es-coo as did
some of. the fire agents personally,
but the underwriters have never done
so.
The underwriters have to accept
the wire inspections made by the
electriciOn before they are -effective,
and in the past the underwriters
have recommended that certain men
be selected to fill the place and they
would accept his examinations. This 
city official in question said this was
an unjust advantage the underwrit-
ers had on the city, because they
beought here last year a rank out-
sider and non-resident, Mr. Giledorf,
and recommended him for the place.
The pity had to choose him else ths
underwriters would not recognize
the inspections and make reductions
in fire insurance rates as a result.
This official continued that he
thought the underwriters should say
that an inspector should stand such
examination before he is qualified.
This being done the position wonid
be open to the field through com-
petitive esoarnination, which would
show the ,merits of the aspirants.
By this nothing individual would
have anything to do with the posi-
tion, but the best .and most cionisse-
tent -man would be chosen.
RACKET STORE
Our Annual Consignment of Drummers' Samples
of Muslin Underwear will go on sale
9MONDAY FEBRUARY 5
and continue until the entire lot is disposed of.
1849 Sample Garments
In This Sale
Consisting
the following
lines of
Muslin
Underwear
LADIES' GOWNS AT 39c TO 
 $3.00
LADIES' LONG SKIRTS AT 33t TO 
 4•00
 
 1 • 78
2.00
I 50
3.50
79c
CHILD'S DRAWERS AT 13c TO 
 
 50cCHILD'S SKIRTS AT 23c TO 
 
 75c
INFANTS' DRESSES AT igc TO 
 
 
 5*C
LADIES' SHORT SKIRTS AT 22C TO 
LADIES CORSET COVERS AT 19(.
LADIES' DRAWERS AT 19c TO 
4LADIES' CHEMISES AT 25C TO 
CHILD'S GOWNS AT 38c TO 
TO
ALL THESE GARMENTS ARE OFFERED AT EXACT WHOLE
SALE PRICES
THIS IS OUR FOURTH ANNUAL SAMPLE SALE
THESE SALES ARE AMONG THE BIGGEST SUCCESSES OF
THE RACKET STORE.
IT IS AN OPPORTUNITY THAT CAN HAPPEN BUT ONCE A
YEAR—IT IS, THEREFORE, ONE OF THOSE RARE CHANCES
THAT TliEl ECONOMICAL CAN HARDLY AFFORD TO PASS
SALE BEGINS MODTDAY AT S O'CLOCK
PURCHWOOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
......101•••••••••
PENSION DAY
COUNTY CLERK BUSY FOR-
WARDING VOUCHERS FOR
MONEY
• s
The court of apisialt yesterday
rendered an (pinion in the suit .of
Ed C. Terrell against George 0.
Hat, wherein Judge Husbands, of
the local corcuit court tif several
years ago was reversed. The litiga-
tion culminated as the result of Geo.
0. Hart refusing to pay Terrell for
improvements made for the public
street on North Eighth stteet.
Four years ago when North Eighth
street was opened from its improved
tormin is to the city limits the prop-
erty owners on both sides of the'
proposed thoroughfare petitioned the
general council to order the street
graded and graveled. Hart owned
goo feet on hotel sides of the pro-
posed thoronghlare, and attached hi-.
name to the petition asking for 'the
improvement . He changed his mind
after first passage had been givan
the ordinance providing for the  worm-
and erased his name from the peti•
tion, but it was then. too late. Con-
tractor Terrell went ahead and im-
proved the street by contract. Ile
presented to Hart his bill of Poor).
which was the amount of his -por-
tion of the cost. Hart refused to
pay .and Terrell brought suit,' it lie:
ing an equity action. Jtge
ni 
Hus-
bands was then o -the itch- and
Incorporation Papers Fled for the
New Christian Church in Me-
chanicsburg
Yesterday was what is 'known as
"Passion Day" around the tIice
Comfy Cerk Hiram Smedley, and
he is quite busy preparing the pa
per* of es-,e old;lfederta seedier in or
der that they coold get their•money
from As I. Wood, ,if Louisville,
who ands out the cheeks.
The veterans till out their blank?
for their quarterly allowance, or pen
ship. from the government. The
county (leek sweere them to the
voucher which. is then forwarded to
no Louisville office from whence a
cbcek. r,i the amount named i• sent ,
0., proper party. 'Vie allowance is
for -she pao three months. •
Kew Christian Church.
There has b.-en Muds with ohs
county clerk articles incorpora-
tion for tee Niechanicelneg Christian
cburch WhiCh is slat new congrega-
tion organized to nee the building.
• Tone' street Chrietian church
bought inMechaniceberg. it being
the one formerly used by the pub-
lic schools. J. K. liondurant, C.
M. (lark and Charles E. Jennings
aee the incdrporators, end the docu-
ments announce the object being
that ef thumb ptopioes.
A number of local experts have thrcw the case out of cot rt by de -
sought the place, but 'have been shut ciding in favor of .Ha. q. Terrell(rat herottifore hy this arbitrary rul- carried it to the appellate/ bench' and,ing of the underwriters, now that body yesterday reversed
Fveatz is filling the place tempor- Judge husbands and gave Terrell
eerily, but Mayor Yeieer will call'a judirrneur. The ehtire debt now run,
meeting ehortly .to' elect Gilsdoef's up to. about $t.4043, including princi-
ICermanent sucoesaor. ' intesett, and court costs
is
'a'
Supervisor's Notices.
Sheriff John Ogav'e was allowed
by the county court $350 for, distrib-
uting the notices sent out by the
hoard of county hupervisors to th.
property owners of the city and
county notifying them their valeta-
tains had been raised from...the orig-
inal figure their realty and person-
alty was assessed at for county and
state tax purposes. The owners of
the property have to be notified
when a raise is made so that 'hey
can appear before the. supervisors
and offer whatever reason the,- p011-8
seas . in opposing the intreaee tieing
made.
Deed of •Aisignment.
There was !gouged with the clerk
a document executed some ,months
• wherein Gorge Rock sold to
t oleard ii. Pourghurst and David
Kuger his stoa of ht.ots and shoes
• Broadway between Four•h and
'rhird , street .
Property Sold.
Property on Geehrie 'tercet and
"A" street has been sold by alaniie
K' VVI.eeler to G. S. Throgmor:on
for $2„en,. and the lived filed for rec-
ord with the county clerk.
Anna Vick beteght from Lang-
eff-Orin Manufacturing company
ior,-$3oo, property ,on Hays street.
W. T. Cooper transferred to
roulk- Crawford for $64, land lying
:n the county.
Jasper Y‘eqi porch:we! from J.
Nfotlen; for Shen, land in the
cetinty,
Katie P. Moerc bought from Katie
r.Islii ei foe $5 end other considera-
tions, property at Sixth and Harri-
son streets.,
R. M. Rtielolplid tin nek• ered
Jasper Yopp for $24h. land lying out
it the county.
Licensed to Marry.
Tat clerk issued a. wedding
sous:: to William Dixon, aged 25. of
Mound City, and Ellen Cotton, aged .
27, of this city, both colored. Tie-
groom is a United States detective.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside', osteopath,
6o,4Broadway; -- Phones, Old 1431;
New, 76!,
The Daily Register, only roc
week.
WilM.19141AgiggeiaSZIP,SMDZIAft
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It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the A
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS ti
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
a
J. L. WOLFF ri
Jeweler • 4.
ref Tkri A; '4 W.6 re I 4'2  rd;
t,
../
•
Air
It
•
•
tft""  'erereLiewee 
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Biggest Stock 
 
Satisfaction Ooarantood1
 owest
 PricesPaducah's Only Exclusive Furniture DealersThe Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.BOTH P4ONES ia SALES ROOMS 6 207 2 3 SOUTH THIRD STREET
RANGE BLEW UP
FROZEN CONDITION CAUSED
EXPLOSION IN REV.
BASS' HOUSE.
Hundreds Out to Park and Othets.'
Places Last Evening Skating—
Rivermen Predict Ice.
Yesterday morning at the residence,
of Rev. D. W. Bass at Ninth and
Clark streets, the hot water box to
the kitchen range blew up and scat-
tered flying pieces of iron all over
the room, one piece striking MTS.
Bass upon the hip, but she was not
painfully hurt.
The divine had turned the water
off the night before, but before day-/4%1 the box 'had frozen. Yester-
day morning he built a fire in the
stove and turned on the water whichbecame so warm and generated so
much steam that could not escape
on account of the frozen condition
eg the outfit that Ste tension blew
*it up and wrecked the move and
Ihot water outfit:
, From many places in the city cam:
reports of bursted piping and frozen
'hot watiLr boxes and boilers, but thisis time only one known to have blow.]
up.
The plumbers were doing a rush-ing business all of yesterday and lateinto last night at different plac:s
around town repairing broken pipes.
Most of the people anticipated thtdrop in temperature and shut offl'hek- water supply thereby saving
themselves trciubie and expense.
Large Crowds Out.
The cold spill has frozen aU the
eloughs, lakes and ponds around lure
and last night and the night befeno
;P
e 
e
 
hyndreds were eut with their ice
altates enjoying themselves until Alate ,our. The lake at Wallace park
scents to be the inost popular place,
the ears being crowded last evening
with_ the pleasure seekers going
alpeck and forth to that place for theiport. a The brightly shining moon
is favorable to she occasion, but to-
day the car company management
tall etrinkeincandeecent lights over
tile lake to furnish additional illumi-
nation for flee skaters.
The snow has gone in the center
of the streets on account of constanttraffic back amid forth over it, there-
to snalik the while coating which is
evening like 'Sunday and Monday
nights.
.. 
—.
Predlet lee.
The rivermen predict that rvitly a
crintintnetien of this wedrher for 3'kw more days the 'streams Will befell of ire, too as yet •he floes have
ret pet in their appearance. If it
eeimFs tri awe great extent neviga-
' Iti wilt be iserionsiy - h,ando-oped. .1
- /
Turtling to Ice.
The slight thaw en top of the
now has prislerook sufficient watert soay the white coating Which is
convetted into ice by the continued
cold, thereby forming a ver,y slippery
surface for the sidewalk.',,,' where
many people fell yesterday, but no
se'rions accidents are reported.Down in' the !insists.% part of townthe snow scrapers have shoved the
ascrintilaii.m from . Phis PavementsInto the gutters and this relieves thetension of pedestrians for those see-
FINE POINT OF LAW
' f
'UNITED STATES COURT AT,CINCINNATI UPHOLDS
LAWYER GROGAN
•
•
Decision Is That M G Sale HasNot Homestead Estate, butOnly "Remainder" Interest.
Attorney Joseph. Grogan: yesterdayreceived: word from the Unitedtates eiistrict court of his victory
ef quite e neat and intricate poilt;t ofOle that 'has been fought throughthe bankrupt. federil.
 and other trib-
unals until it landeff before the elk-teiet court of 'Uncle Sam at thiQueen City. It is regarding the M.le Sale bankruptcy proceeding in-
etitilbed here some *mottles ago. •
- Salt: resides on South Fifth streetis
 this city .and flied a petition inbankruptcy here. Ills wife has a life
estate in their _property on Seepth
e h street, while -Sale himself has
for intereet, is subject ti sale and ee-1 eeption, and can be sold to others,IvAose title becomes fixed or partici-pating on the death of the personholding a life interest. In scbedul-ing his assets Sale listed this prop-
but claimed a "homestead" in -
*vest, Which is exempt, instead of a
"remainder estate." A homesteadinterest cannot be sold and moneylsken to pay off bankrupt's debts,gut the remainder interest can. Law.
or Grogan represented some of the
crediters, and set up the contentionthat Sale had no homestead- right,but a remainder,. which should be
sold and proceeds applied to claimsheld against Sale. The 'referee 'here
upheld him in this point. Lawyer
Arthur Y. Martin was trustee of theSale bankrupt estate, and claimed thelatter had a homestead estate, ap-pealed the referee's decision toJudge Walter Evans, of the UniteStates court at Louisville. ThereJudge Egans decided it was a 'home-
stead estate, and this being againstAttorney Grogan, he carried it stillhigher, to the United States district
court at Cincinnati, whioh is the ttribunal just one degree lower thanthe highest court in the land, the su-preme judges at Washington. TheCincinnati judges yesterday reversedJudge Evans and upheld Mr. Gro-gan, which nicani 'Sale's claim for an
exempted homestead illteTC,t is _over
ruled and lite "remainder" estate or-dered sold, like all other property,
and used to pay his bills.
Thieepoint of law is a very import-
one and- quite a victory beforethat high court for Mr. Grogan.
LIVELY BUSINESS.
Former Sheriff Lee Potter Doing a
Rushing Business Now.
•Nfr, Lee
 potter, or, former sher-iff, did quite a rushing business yes-terday ,collecting poll tax for telosfor the county from those residentsthe city and rural districts whohave not paid up. Monday he d out the first batch of severalhendred notices to the delinquent's.irtforming them that they must pay
up. These letters readied the par-t:es for whom intended yesterday
morning, and immediately there camsa rush to bib office on Legal Row bythe people to pay the sums ilue fromthem.
lie is daily now sending out hun-dreds of notices to other parties and
things will be quite busy around hisoffice for the next few weeks, asnearly 3.000 have not paid last year'stwo!! tax.
FREIGHT CRASHES
INTO PASSENGER
(Continued, From First Page.)
He was coestious, andh•••1-Oic efforte. were .made to releasehim frost his equation. Filially -thefire became so tot that the rescuerahad to live up the task. jesAip, still
consciouc, cried
Burned Alive.
"It is hard tor lie here awl' burn todeath," lie meteor-fed to releasehirteitelf as the Ore took hold of beslimbs, hut the effort wae fruitless,
and after a few s,'reams of any, on-
consciousness came to hint.
Exposed to. full view with blaring
shingles all about him and his bed
a mass or red-hot coal.* was the body
of an unknown man. It was slowly
cons reit until all that was left wasthe stil, and outstretched were two
etotups that a few hours: before hartbeen arms. There are supposed to
have been eight passengers on the
train of which suneiber two are still
unaccounted ten.
EXECUTIVE BOARD.
-----
Adjourns and Officers Will Give Out
Nothing.
Ind,, 6.—The
national -executive board of the Unit-
ed Mine:
 Workers of Ath flea ad-journed Monday. President Mitchell
refused to discuss the work of theboded. Secretary Wilson said
statement would be given out
this time.
National Board Mniber E. S.
McCullough,... of Mich an, said niece
mat it must notthe hoard adjourned
no
at
he regaided as official, but it is hisbelief that the minere will suspend
work before there will be an aceept-
anee of any proposition which does
npt catry with it an increase „in
wages. Mr: lilk.Ctillough said that
every possible effort will h, exhaust-
ed to secure ant adjustment teefneethe strike action is taken. The board
adjourned to tneet again at the call
of President Mitchell,
•••••••••••••••••••••t known as a "remainder ,in. The Stacker
 Lee
 should arrirc atret,", wcriich means that' upon the Memphie tonight and leaves there111 of hie wife -tie- coming inter- tosnorrosi. on her return thia way forest ie • A "rernairukr eitafe" Cincinnati.
•
FROZE TO DEATH
ROBERT CALDWELL, AGED 30,FELL VICTIM TO WIN-
TRY BLASTS.
Dead Body Found Lying AcrossRail Fence on the Alton Thomp-
son Farm Yesterday.
Yesterday morning . Shortly afterdaylight Robert Caldwell', colored,was found lying frozen to deathacross a rail fence on the farm ofAlton Thompson, of near FlorenceStation, about eight miles from thiscity on the I. C. road's Memphisdivision. He was a8 years of age andIII Hayfield, where the remeinswere taken last evening for interment.Caldwell had been here Sunday andon the 4 o'clock train in the after-noon, left for his home in Mayfield.He was drunk at the tinie and gotinto trouble with another darkyaboard the coadlies. At Florence theconductor put him off, while theother disturber was not bothered, hehaving quieeet eoven. Caldwell wasthinly clad at the tapir and on being
ejected from the train, was stagger-ing beside the track through theblinding snow storm ae the train pro-ceeded on and disappeared..
-When he did not shove up at 'May-field that night, and his peoplelearned he :had been put off, they
,statetedr a search, which resulted in
*his arody being foundi lying across
the fence dk the Thompson farm.Indications showed he was trying to
climb .over, when his half irozen
body tamblied forward and he alight-
ael4rentaribed across the top rail, un-
able to arise. There his life ebbed
avail,/ on- account of the great cold-
ness.
Cornner Frank Eaker went out and
held an inquest yeeterekty afternoon.
The investigation developed the re-
ported facts are correct.
MORE SEE
ERROR.
CONTINUED 'EXPRESSIONS
ARE OPPOSED TO "FARM-
ING" LIGHT PLANT.
•
Alderman Miller Believes in Improv-ing Present Plant, and Running
It, Even if -t More Cost.
;additional members of the
nitAncipal legislative hoards express
via-nisei...es as being opposed to ttoticlatOne the,,joint lit conienittee bia;
on hand, that of "farming" out thepublic electric light plant. As the
respective menthene look further •in•to the proposition they see where itis nZlt a feesible money-savitig one
to the taxglayers.
Alderman W.. 1'. Miller yesterday
stated that 'he was bitterly oppeeed
te it, because he thinks if o private
corporation can furnish lights at aprofit he secs no reason why a mu-
eiciPlit5e richer and of more import
ance than stay_ prie
 
.te
 
Lconcern, can-
;poi supply - its own lights: as cheap.lie is a strong advodate, and alwayshas been, of spending as much asfren.ocio to pot the present plant in
good cooditien so as to furnish as
many lights as possible, get better
eervicee,atid then the mmticipality
the "boss"' of itseown affairs.
In speaking of the project -he ,aidthat it may be a saving for the limebeing to "farm" out the plant, butthat in the long run it would cost
more and be a detriment to the pub-
at large, because when the public
officials did finally resume operation
of the public plant it Would mean agreater expense ,and more trouble inproportion than if they went ahead
now and placed things in first-elas.:
shape and then be in a position to
satisfactorily operate that depart-
ment for the benefit of ('he citizens.
From eipreseione it would seemthat many of them at first advocatingthe "farming" out proposition, are
realizing their mistake. and- Clic agi-tation will result in a fizzle to them
as they are being ehown only tooplainly the error of their movie, so
claim a number in the board.
Alderman Miller says he is likeMayor Yeiser, 'he 'believes in the city
running it own business: in this par-tictilar even if it costs more than it
woulei for a private cotpotation tod 0 .
•
The mayor yesterday eltpressedhinee- elf. as. heSeving the propositionof Mr.. William Katierjohn notch.
, wtter than "farming" out , the pub-lic plant, Bet 'that be• war bitt,'rly
against both,- as experience had
'7eilreae,
LEST YOU FORGET!
TO TRY OUR
2.00 SHOESALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR WARRANTEDWe Do Repairing
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675.
11111111.11.1111111111M111111111111
 Oft,
309 Broadway.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
tho skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,it is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
shown him inuoicipal ownership inthis especial respect was the bestthing ihteinable.
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T+aptist luseau lie 'Marion,Critinden county, January 14„ andthey're still at it.
The, present legislature will prob-
ably make a record for the number
of bills introduced.
Baseball fans are greatly interestedin the bill now before the legislatureprohibiting Sunday baseball,
.11Iiimi5. Central eilroace in Critten-den comity. l2'.-I is asessed$7.000 tax per mile. and $2,00o l as-
eessed valor of other property.
G. Wo Jaachon, agenty seventy, ofHardin county, and Mks. S. E. Wal-late, of Calloway, aged sixty-eight.
were marriedeat Mayfield last week.
4•Nommilom....•
The government at Washington
still lives . Gen. Percy fraly and1-larry Tandy are home from the Na-tional capital, and have declaredthemselves "much impressed with thepresident and political sagacity.'The country is safe.
Mervin Hart, a Kierinscleian, andthe',
 worleVet heavy weight pugilist, hthe "retikliter fever. Jeff is mad atMarvin Audi the !after nvost be afraid
that he wile het asked to come toblows.
Seitetor Wheeler Campbell, of
Pachecabe is certainly making'. a record
at Frankfort. Ile has been invited
to locate in I,nuisvilfe and since his
appointment as Kentucky's repre-
sentative to the national eliiorce law
ten-mention at Waehin,gton, will prob.
ably be asked to put out a shingle
there. Senator Campbell ' is one of
the Mattes- ablest young lawyers.
The Peters Lee got to
yesterday-and Icayrs the#e
beton on her return this ivey
Cintmitati
after- Office Phone, 484-Ai
'11Residence Phone,: n3
ti
A NEW IDUA IN %/ALUMNUS
Whr not send a good book or a piece of music tolet your friends know you haven't forgotten them?If this don't Strike you just right come down andlook over our stock of Comics, Postal Cards, BoxedNovelties and Bleeding Hearts. When you seethem you will think Cupid has been busy sure enough.
Harbour's Book Department.See Our Window Display
DON ifilLBAbRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor -Talking Machines
prices ranging from $16 to $100.-
The Victc- for $22.00
IP. A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO purTHE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:7 ...ch, 35c 10-inch 60c 12
-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THEFACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE ii.AD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR.MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES -WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIOttHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL IN FORMATIONABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES--THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING/THEM THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENPROM i P. M TO 9 P. M
The Victor Talking Machitte Man,
DON GILBERTO
,606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson PADUCAH, KY,
L. L. BEBOtJT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office; •306 Broadway Phones:Office 38S—Resicience-1646
J. W. HUGHES
•
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
THE COLORS OF SYRIAd
11.arevlous Warmth and 
Depth Mark
the Landscapes of That
Country.
The crowning glory of a
 Syrian land-
scape, however, is its bri
lliant coloring.
Before I left America it 
seemed to me
that the vivid tints of Tisso
t's pictures
must be exaggerated, but 
they fall short
ef the is art, , s -A es ths 
r.Vo, ;Ai To-cley Of
course, no artist can none 
to reproduce
the marvelous warmth and 
depth of the
tolors in an eastern landsc
ape, or to
Imitate the vague, soft hues 
that are so
characteristic of the Syrian 
atmosphere;
but it would be almost as 
imposeible for
him to find tints that were 
overbrig'ht or
to arrange them in an order t
oo daring
to be matched by the S
yrian sun.
The very nights are full of c
olor. The
moonlight is so brilliant that
 it is easy
to read a guide book; and, 
even on a
moonless night, and in the 
wilderness,
far from any city's glare, the 
starlight
has been so bright that I cou
ld see the
second hand of my watch and
 could find
quite a distinct shadow cast b
y Jupiter.
A moonlit scene at home giv
es only the
Impression of light spots 
and dark
spots; everything is black o
r white or
gray, but here in Syria the m
oonlight
shows all the colors of the ra
inbow. The
green of the trees and grain, t
he red of
the tile roofs, the blue of sea 
and sky,
and the white of the distant 
mountains
are softer and more delicate, b
ut hard-
ly less distinct, one from anoth
er, than
In the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are th
e best of
all, especially where the mou
ntains
come close to the sea. I hesitate
 to corn-
Dart Beirut with Naples; yet w
e have as
clear skies here, the sweep of the
 Lay is
much the same, and, instead o
f smoky
Vesuvius, there is the splendid r
ange of
Lebanon. culminating In Jebel 
Sunnite
almost twice as high as the 
Rattan
mount a n. and for half the year cr
owneS
with ds-zling snow.
RU2:3!AN PARISH PRIEST.
Row He Is Regarded by Pea
sants
Over Whom Ile Wields
Power.
"Our priest," says the young Rus
sian
peasant, who, through the mouth
 of
Ernest Poole, in Everybody's, des
cribes
"The Night That Made Me a Revo
lu-
tionist," "had been the priest to 
our
grandfather. All of us children
, and
even Our mother 40 years before
, had
been baptized by him. He was 
a tall,
thin, herd-eyed old man, in a bla
ck
gown; he had a long beard and stiff lo
cks
of gray hair down over his should
ers;
his bony face was always tight 
and
stern; his eyes were dull; his deep vo
ice
was flow and never had a glad sou
nd
In IL He had no friends, but just rode
along the mountain roads alone; al
l of
'as children, and even the old peo
ple,
were afraid of him.
"Once, when I was very small.
 I was
driving a goat, with my little sister
 on
his back. The old goat was so solem
n
that some rich, fat merchants driv
ing
by stopped and laughed. The pr
iest was
with them. When they laughed b
e, too,
tried to smile kindly at us. That 
was
the only time I ever saw him try,
 and
the smile was just a grtn, with no life
in it. There was an old story th
at his
wife had not been afraid an
d had
bossed him, but even she got wo
rn out
and ran away. He never opene
d his
mouth except for two things. 
Either
I e spoke to God, chanting praye
rs and
masses, or else be spoke to the p
easants.
growling: 'Pay, pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
la the Orient Wearing of Trous
ers Is
the Exceptkin Instead of
the Rule.
If there'll' one thing presum
ably cer-
tain on this earth, in the opini
on of most
of us, it is that skirts are 
seasonally
feminine, and that the speci
al feature
of masculine attire Is a bif
urcated gar-
ment. But nothing is futthe
r from the
truth, affirms the Buffalo Com
mercial,
which proceeds to prove what i
t asserts.
To this day the majority of the male 
ele-
ment of the human race, 
so far as it.
wears eiothes at all, is skirted. 
Tbe man
or woman who goes east wil
l see skirted
men everywhere-Arabs, C
sahmores.
Punjabs, Burman.. Chinese. Japane
se,
Malays, to mention only a fe
w. "The
trousers of the western wo
rld, though
they seem to the untravele
d eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyramid
s, are but
a passing fashion in the his
tory of male
attire," says a writer in the
 Boston
Transcript. The fashions of 
the east
endure, while those of the west
 are ever
changing. That is true. Yet 
the bifur-
cated garmeqt-the forked ra
dish style
--commends Itself to the pr
ogressive
Japanese of to-day. Men who d
o things
In war. athletics apt business in
 these
days-cannot wear skirts, blank
ets or
klmnrae. When the western
 races
cease to hustle and sit down to me
ditate
they may discard trousers and rever
t to
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago Eng
land
took notice of one fleet only,
 the
French. Now things have chan
ged.
Japan has revealed her naval p
ower;
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhel
m
II. ruble over Germany and has 
an.
noenced that the country's futu
re wel-
fare must be sought for on the s
eas;
the United States wish to have no
rivals on the ocean and Russia is be-
ginning to rebuild her fleet
Fat, Meaty Part.
"Mum!" cried the first old man
smoothing the near 3ralsk;n cuff of his
overcoat. "I have a part that suits m
e
perfectly as .last."
"What is it!" asked the second
heavy.
"It is the part of a recluse, and la
seeoni it I have to cook And eat
a mese of real bucke heat cakes 
ate
Situsage.s-slit. Louis Clehe-teflocrat
;
AN OX RACE IN GERMAN
Y.
Beasts Rid (San by Their O
wners
Without Whip or Spurs, Is
the Rule,
In many cf the out of the w
ay dis-
tricts of Gersiany ox racing
 has long
been a very popular sport.
 The en-
trance fee for the races is s
mall, but
the beasts must be ridden 
by their
owners. The rider is not 
allowed to
have either whip or spur and 
he must
ride his animal bareback, t
rusting to
his voice to gaidis the beast. 
It Is here
that the skill of the rider
 comes into
play, as everelting depends
 upon the
training of the ox and the 
ability of
the owner to direct hi. m
ovements.
As the oxen (lo not race on 
a track
It is no easy matter to 
guide them.
The race course is a field
, perhaps a
mile square, the start being 
made at
one side and the finish a
t the other.
Sped is of secondary im
portance in
the race. Like golf, the spo
rt requires
accuracy, and ,the rider who 
can force
his lumbering charmer to 
go in a
straight line is eertain to w
in.
When all ti' competitors a
re lined
up at the eta! t's t point th
e signal to
begin the race 4s. giesen. T
hen the fun
commences, for, in spite of 
the riders'
efforts, the steeds usually
 refuse to
head toward the finish mark.
 Beside*,
the difficulties are greatly
 increased
from the fact that tne onlo
okers are al-
lowed to be is the field an
d may do
anything to interfere with 
the core
teetants so long as they do 
not touch
him or his beast. Though
 oxen are
naturally the least excitable
 of ani-
mals„ the noise of the spect
ators soon
reduces them to a state of 
utter be-
wilderment. Often an hour 
will pass
before one of the oxen is ri
dden under
the wire. The victor receiv
es a small
honey prize, which is not
hing corn-
trad to the honors brought h
im by this
v,ctory, and the animal is
 decorated
with garlands of flowers. 
Among the
peasants great events ar
e reckoned
from the time so-and-so w
on the ox
UT!L!Z1NG THE ASSASSIN.
- - 
—
English Writer Suggests 
That He
Be Turned Over to the
Doctors.
A medical correspondent of 
the Lon-
don Lancet ss.ggelits thet mu
rderers, in-
stead of biting hanged, be tu
rned over
to doctors tor experimentati
on. He de
sires for science the privilege o
f studying
disease la the "laboratory of t
he human
body," and thinks that *Rh 
this oppor
tunny the scientist "could loo
k forward
to almost endless possibiliti
es." 01
these possibilities, obeerves t
he Phila-
delphia Ledger, be neglects to s
et forth
detail'', although mentioning
 transfer.
once of bovine tuberculosis 
and the
spread of cancer as profitable an
d inter-
esting problems, the solution o
f which
would be promoted by this p
lan. Be
would use the murderer as a fi
eld for the
malign microbe, and turn his 
tissues
later into a jousting place for a tilt with
the beneficent opposing germ. S
cience,
looldag on with eye alert, would 
referee
the contest and make record o
f results.
Moreover, so sweet is the faith
 that in
the correspondent abides, he is con
fident
the murderer would acquiesce 
in the
scheme of dying slowly, rejoicing not to
have his last pang accentuated b
y the
presence of the uncultured han
gman.
The proposition is not new, nor
, for
neurons easy to cite, can It be 
made
oprstive. That the chance of bein
g de-
voured by cancer or plithisis woul
d. as
an alternative, be seized with eagern
ess
is an assumptaon that faits to appeal
 to
the aidgmeat, tempered as this mus
t be I
by humane impulses. Molt is of
 lit-
tle consequence. The change wou
ld be
the substitution of torture for quic
k dis-
patch, and be on a plane with the Chi
nese
method known as "the death of a t
hou-
sand cuts," a title grimly explanatory
 of
the process.
Massage. in Ancient Times.
Carrying messages in olden 
times
celled for much ingenuity. "Nothing
In the world." wrote Herodotus, "I
s
borne so swiftly as messages b
y the
Persian couriers." They bad o
ver a
hundred atsUons, each a day's 
journey
from the other, and a regular s
ervice
of riders carried meesagcs to a
nd fro
at the rates of from Ca to 100 m
iles a
day. They had their "through
 con
leers," too, for In the case of a
 ape
cially confidential message, the t
ext
was tattooed on the shaven be
ad of a
man, whose hair was allowed t
o grow
before he began his journey, so that
his letter might be concealed unti
l he
reached his goal, where, of conrse, 
he
would be reshaved.
Boers Revere Buller.
In a letter to an English friend •
Sou'.h African farmer writes: "Ma
ny
of the fighting Boers have told me the
y
are quite willing to erect a statu
e to
Gen. Buller's memory in this countr
y.
They declare he is the only man
 who
came out to fight them in a straig
ht-.
forward manner." -
Pride, Not Anger.
Miss Prism-Don't let your dog bite
me, little boy.
Little Boy-He won't bite, ma'am.
"But he is showing his teeth."
"Certeinly he is, ma'am, and if you
had s good teeth as he has you'
d
show 'em, too."-Strey Stories.
Pity of IL
"A pretty woman's lips." remarked
the sentimental youth, "remind m
e of
a rose."
"Yes," rejoined the ex-bachelor, "and
her tongue reminds me of the tho
rn."
-meteor Daily News.
• Big Inducement.
Dolly- Every time you e,all, you
make love tO me. I'm getting t
ired of
It. liceeean I 'Induce you to stop
 It
Choily-Marry me and I'll prom
ise
never to make love to you ag
ain.-
Cleveland Leader. 16.4
INTRUSION BY WIRE.
PREVENTED BY HAV
ING SE-
CRET TELEPHONE NUMBP
JIS.
Private and Business 'Phones
 That
Are Not Listed-Efforts Had*
by Outsiders to Discover
Them.
"Yee, they call me Sapphire," cheer
-
fully admitted the operator of th
e tele-
phone switchboard in a large busin
ess
house, reports the New York Sun. 
"It's
because I'm such an accomplished lia
r,
you know.
"But, then, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so it really isn't my fa
ult
and I don't 1st it worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent lie I have to tell is wh
en
I am asked about • dozen times a 
day
If the president has a private telep
hone
call-one not in the regular telep
hone
directory, you know.
"Of course he has, he'd be in the in-
sane whim If he hadn't; but he does
n't
want everybody to knot. It The
 tel-
ephone was getting such a nuisance
 to
business men that a lot of them h
ave
had to do this.
"Now, wean a man's private t
ale.
phone rings he knows it really Is a p
er-
sonal call, aa only a few people
 have
his number. It is a direct call from '
Cen-
tral' and does not come over the regu
lar
office switchboard at all.
"Every operator of a private swi
tch-
board, and of course, every 'cen
tral,' is
charged with keeping these private
 tel-
ephone numbers strictly confiden
tial.
People try lots of different ways
 to
worm this Information out of us, b
ut
they don't succeed."
"It saves my time wonderfully-t
his
having a private call," said &lawye
r. "I
really think this plan saved me fr
om a
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge o
f
the telephone supposed by es • un
ini-
tiated to be the only one by which I ca
n
be reached personally. Nine times ou
t
of ten the questions can be settled wi
th-
out referring to me Occasionally, of
course, I have to speak to the person
 my-
self.
"But there was a time a few years a
go
when I could not dictate so much as
 a
note to my stenographer without b
eing
Interrupted half a dozen times. That ex
-
asperating little Wig-a-ling has be
en
the death kneil to many a finely phrase
d
letter. As for important documen
ts,
when dictating anything that require
d
serious thought I was obliged to ha
ve
an entirely separate room where I w
as
as absolutely 'out' as though in my hems
uptown.
"While, of course, I did not preten
d
to speak to every person who called 
for
me on the telephone, still I was calle
d
very often. It is very different now
.
Only a dozen or so persons know my pr
i-
vate cell, and sometimes my telephon
e
does not ring more than. once or twice
a day.
"The telephone is a 'nighty good serv
-
ant, but with one's name in the publi
o
telephone directory it soon become
s a
hard master."
"Yes, our house number is private,"
said a woman who has many social du
-
ties, "and we guard it as we do the fam
-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by te
e
epbone.
"As some one said to me the other day
,
quite the height of modern intimacy
 Is
reached In the interchange of priva
tes
telephone numbers. And it Is true.
"You would be surprised to know th
e
Lengths some people would go to d
iscov-
er the number of a private wire. W
hy,
would you believe it, our stable is
 often
called up, and whoever happen
s to an-
swer is asked for our house nu
mber..
Yes, our telephone is now test w
hat it
originally was and just what It should
be-a convenience and not a Mu
seum"
Maiden Names in Other Land
s.
When a woman is married in 
this
couotry her maiden name i
s seldom
mentioned. Many people to wh
om she
Is very well known have ne
ver heard it.
In France, on the contrar
y, there are
constant reminders of the earli
er dig-
nity. In Belgium marriage doss 
not ex-
tinguish it, for many married
 woman
often combine the old name
 with the
new. Moreover, they put th
e maiden
name last, thus giving it the
 greater
distinction. We can illustrate
 this by
supposing the custom to prevai
l in this
country. In that case Miss Brow
n when
she married Mr. Robinson wo
uld have
her visiting cards printed: "Mr
s. Rob-
inson-Brown." This double 
barreled
arrangement does not give the Be
lgian
wife a better social status tha
n the
Knglish wife's, hut it is very so
othing
to feminluespride.-London
 Chronicle.
Wisdom of the Chinese.
The verbal wisdom of the 
Chinese
has become proverbial, and 
appropri-
ately enough, It shows itself pr
ominent-
ly In their proverbs. Many
 of these have
already been trio:misted in
to English,
but here are- a few more,
 from a collec-
tion by Herr Bruno Navar
ra, published
In Heidelberg, which may
 be welcome:
"It is better not to be t
han not to be
anything." "Repentance le 
the dawn
of virtue." "Even the 
highest tower
stands on the ground." "M
en thinksh 
knows everything, but w
oma4 knows
better." "Even the man
darin of the
that class has poor re
lations." "The
carver of idols never wors
hips Idols; he
knows too well what t
hey are kettle of."
"A day of grief is lon
ger than a year of
joy." And so bn.-T. P.'s Weekl
y.
He Rowed, She Stee
red.
The boat drifted on 
the clear lake.
The man and the m
aid were silent and
a little sad. "Dear.
" he said, "will you
float with ml always
-down the stream
of Mel"
"The same_ es now"?" 
she whispered,
"The same alr now." said
 he.
"I will, glad!' cried
 the young girl.
:He, you see, was 
rowing. doing all
the bard work. She had
 the helm. She
atesrad..-Minneapolis Jo
urnal.
HIS FRIEND ED.
HOW THINGS LOOKED TO
 TOMMY
LATER ON.
One of the nicest boys in the 
office
is Tommy Swikehart, but how h
e used
to bore us about his friend, Ed.
 Kemp-
ley, when he first blew in from w
here
the tall grass waves. You o
ught to
have seen him then. Honest, he lo
oked
as if he WIN just going to do a vaude-
ville stunt and was dressed fo
r the
part. I didn't think they mad
e that
kind of clothes any more, even
 in
Lichtenburg, where Tommy 
came
from.
Wattles, the manager, turned the
 kid
over to me, to give hint pointe
rs on
the work. Then he noticed Tom
my's
shiny black satchel, w' ire he'd l
aid It
down. "Where are you going to s
tay?"
he asked, and Tommy looked 
bewil-
dered and- saad he hadn't foun
d out
yet "You take the afternoon of
t and
!Ind him a place, Sumter." says
 Wat-
tles to me; and so that's how he
 came
to be my reommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green,
" says
Tommy, as he toddled along 
with me
to the joint, "Ed. Kernpley told m
e
that the coined eat me If they s
aw zne
on the serest Ed's been here 
twice."
"Who's Ed?" I asked.
"Ed's my friend back In 
Lichen.
burg," he says. It might h
ave been,
"Ed's the prince of Wales and a
ll the
royal family," from the way 
he said
it "His father runs the bank 
there,"
he went on, "and Ed's in the
 bank
now. We always run togeth
er a goo
deal. They don't make any
 smarter
fellers than him."
"Oh, you'll catch on, all righ
t." I
told him. I kind of took a fa
ncy to
him, you know. He looked at 
you like
a lost dog that's found som
ebody es
pat him-kind of scared aed y
et at If
he trusted you and was tiel
ried to
death anyway. He thought t
he room
was the greatest ever, alth
ough Ed.
had a mighty fine room all to
 himself
in his father's "residence."
"I took him around to a 
barber
shop when we'd settled 
about the
room. His hair was loppi
ng down
over his coat collar behind. T
hen we
went back to the room and I
 showed
him bow to tie his necktie. 
He had
the ends just pushed up under t
he
collar in front and then broug
ht down
through the loop without going
 arcund
the neck at all. You know 
the way.
No, be didn't mind me telli
ng bins.
Ed. always told him thine 
like that.
Ed. was a dandy dresser 
peat more
money on his clothes than a
ny feller
In town-or his father did 
for him.
Well, he certainly looked a
 whole
lot better when I got thro
ugh with
him. And in a couple of m
onths you
wouldn't have known him 
for the
same boy. He caught on 
all right
Not that he tried to put on 
agony. He
wasn't that tort of I. cha
p. But he
kept his eyes open, and he 
soon got
to know what was what Th
u new suit
he got, when be got one, w
as a peach.
Be quit talking in the Rabe
 way he
did at first. Bat the boys joshed 
him
a lot. They all liked him. 
though. He
was just as chummy as could be w
ith
everybody, from Wattles 
down to
Pete, the janitor.
But it was tunny to be
ar him.
We'd be talking about so
mething-it
wouldn't much matter 
what-when
Tornmy would chirp up: "A 
friend of
mine bark in LIchetiburie 
Ed. Kemp,
It wasn't any use trying 
to tweak
him of it. Heed prattle o
n about the
admirable Md. in spite of
 anything.
Ed. could do this, anI E
d. could do
that; Ed. was so-and-so 
and 'totber.
And his face would be al
l of a glow
with pride. You didn't have t
he heart
to stop him.
• He wrote to Ed. about 
once a week
-when be wrote to his 
folk'', but
there was enly ono taus
 I ever heard
him say anything about 
getting a let.
ter from him and that 
same night I
saw hint slip something 
into an en.
velope that looked to me lik
e a money
order, though I couldn't 
swear to It
So I had Ed. pushed at 
me for close
ea to three years-and th
an Md. came
up to Chicago fee a visit
I never saw anybody s
e excited
about anything in all my 
life as Tom-
my was over the new
s that Ed. was
coming. He couldn't ea
t; he couldn't
keep still. He hurried 
to see Mrs
Barker about a room 
for Ed. Ani
be even arraoged to 
take him to din-
ner and then to the th
eater; then he
was going to treat me to
 a sight of the
course, 
cared to eft up-and, of
It was close on to 12
 o'clock when
he got back. He ra
pped at the door
and, as he entered I 
started hack al-
most scared He loo
ked pale and
queer end hid that ol
d-dog look that
seemed to say 'Don't h
it me, please"
Then he said: "Bob, 
this Is
friend, Ed."
So that was Ed.
-that flashily
dressed, pig-eyed, loud
-mouthed, cheap,
jay sport! That was w
hat be was.
It was kind of pi
tiful to see the
way Tommy tried to h
ead him off and
steer him Where he 
thought the fel-
low might shine. If
 he had had any
good points about him
 Tommy semild
certainly have brought
 'pm out. But
it wasn't any use, 
and I emit() see
Tommy knew it wa
sn't, and was all
broke up over It.
Ed. stayed a week, 
and Tommy
stuck to him i,ke 
noetter. There
wasn't anything he r
ietn't do to make
that shate have a
 good' time lie
might have showed 
htsit eff, but he
didn't, and he bragged 
about him
worse than ever-for 
a time.
He said to 'me: "Ed
. has changed
some, but that boy 
has got a heart
Ike an oz." Then he
 sighed. -
"You're off. Tommy'," 
I said. "Tie
tsn't changed. It's you
. Ytru've got
our eyes open ainco 
you've been
aere."-Chicago Daily New
s, ,
my
,
A CURIOUS PROFESSION.
Body of Hen Under Direc
tion of
Chief Vlho Applaud Actors
on the Stage.
The question of employing "el
se
quern" in New York theaters has
 been
agitated, but It is safe to say tha
t the
American sense of humor will 
never
permit this. The claque in ‘ur
opean
cities consists of a small body of 
men,
under the orders of a ckie4 whoa un-
dertake to applaud actors and actres
s-
es at certain times. The only on.
 of
the band who is remunerated i
s the
chief. The men under him get
 the
privilege of seeing the play wi
thout
paying for their sesta The 
"chefs
de claque" of the great subsid
ised
theater of Paris are officials paid
 by
the management to do certain
 work.
Their salaries vary from 300 to
 600
francs a month, and for that su
m they
are expected to take with them
 into
the theater at each performance
 a oar-
thin number of men 'with big,
 strong
beads and intelligent enough t
o clap
when they are given the signal
 by
their loader.
The claquer's work does not de
mand
Intellect of a high order. The c
hief is
supposed to have taken notes
 at the
rehearsals, to have consulted w
ith the
manager, to have talked with 
the au-
thor, and to have a very accu
rate idea
of he good points of the p
lay. The
men under him are scattere
d all about
the house ready to give a 
quick re-
sponse to the signal of the
ir leader.
Most of these men are 
eminently re-
spects-lac They aro sma
ll shopkeep-
ers, students of the drama 
and pupils
of the Conservatoire, with 
insufficient
money to spend upon th
eater going.
At the opera they numbe
r 30. They
assemble every evening a
t half-past
seven in a cafe at the c
orner of the
Boulevard Hausamann an
d the Rue
Lafayette, where they c
rowd around
their leader and answer to 
their names
like small schoolboys A
s each an-
swers -present" to his n
ame he re-
ceives a metal ticket upon 
which Is the
number of his seat.
PERILS OF LAKE SAIL
ORS.
Erie Is the Water Most 
Dreaded of
the Whole Great Chain
of Lakes.
The lake sailors think 
they have
nearly all the dangers 
and hardships
of the Atlantic seamen 
(except theh
poor pay) and other perils of
 their own
besides, says Outing. The
y have no
tides-except every seven 
years. some
say-but they have curren
ts to consid-
er, currents that ran in 
all sorts ot
different directions at 
unscheduled
intervals. They have no
 banks oit
Newfoundland, but they have
 fogs; fee
Instance in the Straits of.
full of r reefs, islands and ot
her veseels.
Worse than that, they ha
ve forest tree
which send thick clouds of
 smoke for
mini miles across the water, st
inging
the eyes and blinding them
.
Lake Erie, the smallest b
ut one of
the group, is considered th
e worst at
all. Lake Sueprior is deep
, over 1.000
feet in some places, reachi
ng 400 feet
above the sea level and 400
 (set below.
but Lake Erie in Its deepest
 spots is
only about' 200 and in most par
ts much
shallower. Accordingly MO 
of those
sudden and furious storms ki
cks up a
tremendous row, so that be
tween the
very choppy sea and the con
stant dan-
ger of musing aground the 
lake cap-
tains dislike Lathe Erte In a b
low more
than any other, for, as with
 'galore
the world over, it is not
 the water
(which Is their element), but le
ad
Which they fear,
-WHY GOODS WERE SO HI
GH
Differ:mitt Stories Mat Wore
 Told by
the Dry Goode Harebent and
Wis Mak.
An old woman ammo whoa
 in a dry
goods storo to be stows som
a silk. •
young attack showed her so
ma saying'.
We can do this fee you at
 $1.48 •
yard." TM wow an salmi f
or some
thing better, but the dark repl
ied that
they had nothing bettor.
 Wbarroupoia
the proprietor came forwar
d sad said:
"You must excuse my ass
istant, ma.
dam; be is new to CM busi
ness. Hero.
madam, is a anporior artic
le, 42.60 a
yard. If It wore not for th
e fact that
I bought it some time ag
o we should
have to charge you $3.75 for, as
 you
aso doubtless aware, owing
 to the re
cent epidemic among the 
silkworme,
the price of bilk has increa
sed emir.
mously of late." The cu
stomer took
the silk. A few days later
 the same
old woman came in and 
asked for
some tape. The clerk said,
 glibily:
"Here are some that we
 can let you
have at 16 cents the dozen
 yards. It II
wasn't for the fact that 
wo have had
ft in stook some time 
we should have
to charge 25 cents, fo
r, as you ere
doubtless aware, owing to t
he recent
epidemic among the tapewo
rnm, the
price of tape has gone up e
nornionsly."
It was then she hit him w
ith her um-
brittle
Railway Cars in India.
Hot times In India have le
d to a
unique car construction, 
hl passen-
ger cars have double roof
s, the one
from two and a bait to ei
ght inches
above the other. The uppe
r roof is
continued from the sides a
bout 2/1
Inches, forming an awi
ng over the
upper bart of the window
s. Another
peculiarity of the arst and se
cond-clams
ears is the servants' co
mpartment at
each end, as almost eve
ry passenger
Lakes at least one servan
t with him.
No Courthouses There.
"This seems like a pretty health,
eountry." said the tourist.
 "What dis-
ease do most people die of 
out here?"
"Well," replies the western
 native,
"you might call it kleptom
ania, but
'we got a different name fur *t,"-S
tra7
Stories,
FINE TRAINS
TO
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route ;
"Florida Limited"-L
eaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. tn, daily 
connect* at
Danville, Ky., with s
olid train of
Pullman sleepers a
nd vestibuled
coaches via, Chattaso
oga and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksonvil
le at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine 
to a. m. next
day, without change.
 Dining car
serves all meals en
"Florida Special"-Le
aving Louis-
vIle 7'41 m., 
ettrries observation
sleeper daily accept 
Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. August
ine, without
change via Chattano
oga and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksonville 
at B:50 p.
in. and St. Augustine at t
o p. m..
next day. From Danville
 this is
solid train of drawing room 
sleeper',
composite car, observation 
car, etc.
Vining car serves all meals en 
route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"-Pul
l-
'man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m daily, running throug
h to
Knoxville, where connection is 
made
at 9:35 a. m. with through ste
eper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, 
Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arrivin
g at
Jacksooville at 9 a. tn.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 3tet, at
*
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land
 oi
the Sky" and "Sapphire Cou
ntry"
and returning via Atlanta and Ch
at-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Wi
n-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il
-
lustrated booklets, folders, rate
s. etc.,
addrese any agent of the South
ern
Railway or C. H. Hurtgerford, D
.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rimearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
•
ir* .
S. S. Prins* Arthur
leaving New Orleans ever
y Wednes-' .
day at 4:ott p. flu, and ar
riving ati
Havara at 'nowise Friday m
orning.
Hot Spine, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car witho
ut change
Chicago to, Hot Springs, w
ith con-
nections at Memphis from Cinci
anari
an!irtirl-°outilgiihvil'iDixic Flyer" 
Sleeping 1
Car Line St. Louis to Jack
sonville
south to New Orleans. Th
e best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and
 At-
• 
lanta.
im:ice, California.
cial Tours of Mexico and Spe
Cali-
fornia via the Illineis Centra
l and
New Orleans under the ausp
ices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will le
ave
Chicago Fridays, Feb 2nd and F
eb.,,,
23rd, for Mexico and California,
 the, 4.,
I last to include a stop-over at New
, Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Enti
re )
;trips made in epcoial private ves
ti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with 
1
"dining car service. Fascinating tript
 .
. complete in every detail.
I Illinois Central Weekly Excise-
li sions to California. Excursion cars
!through to Los Angeles and San
‘1Fransisto as foNows: Via New Or-
Jeans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicage; every Tees
day from Cincinnati and Louieville
via Omaha and the Scenic Routs ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all olts-
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Centlail and cossetting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
'• I jF°.9.WR.iiiiHgsaeHDoW,PD.A.P, . CrtscA . ,ial..onistei .a-
Tbe Illinois Central maintains 
dou-
ble daily service, and operat
es the
best of trains, with Dining Car
s, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars
 and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago,
 St.
Louis. Cinc: n n a ti and 
LooisviVe
read for reaching the Winter T
our-
ist resorts of the South, includi
ng •
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, L
a.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans 
Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexic
an gulf
coast resort having the new
, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. 
Regular
ocean steamship mailings from 
New
Orleans for Mexico, Central A
meri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and E
urope.
Send or call for descriptive 
matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Ills New Oeismts.
Havana, Caba, is best reac
hed via
the Illinois Central throug
h service
to New Orleans and the ne
w ocean
liner, twincecrew. nineteen knot
trifle. '
'
' Jobs A. Scott, A. 0 7 A Mara
phis. .
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M..
, Chicago. -
S. G., HATCH, G. P. A., Ira
Li
Chicago. 
At 11‘
••••••••  or- -.am moo.* •• ••••••••1
THE COMING YEAR.. JEWS IN ENGUSH SOCIETY
The Excellent Welcome and Stand-
ing Which They rind in Sa-
lons at Court.
WHAT "OLD MOORE," THE
PROPHET, SAYS OF 1900.
•
Events of Importance in Nation and
State Are Foretold by This
Genius of World-Wide
Fame.
or, It is a thousand pities that some
affent has not been made to secure for
the state the services of "Old Moore,"
that genius of almanac fame who,
for over 200 yeas, hat kept the world
well informed of the good and
 bad
things to come, says a London paper.
If our statesmen could only be made
to realise the true value of his serv-
ices they would surely lose no time
in Installing him somewhere In the
region of Whitehall with the regal
splendor of a permanent official, and
U he would oblige by continuing to
Met things in the future the prime
Minister might do worse than accept
Ws tips as to parliamentary procedure.
For example, Old Moore tells us
that in January next, "from the Died
tterrthean we shall hear of some news
eeleic.h.' fort- a lime will *este elicit*
meht 111 the navy. Many win be the
reports circulated to deceive the pub-
lic, out we shall soon learn that Ger
many is at the bottom of all this un-
expected agitation on the part of Great
Britain." Now, if all this were while
pared into the private ear of Mr. Bal-
four Instead of being made common
•knowledge, he would doubtless see to
It that our navy estimates were in-
tweeted In the meantlide.
There are other interesting predic-
tions for the initial month of 1808,
but let us me what February has in
store for us. "London is likely to be
startled about the end of the month
by the news that a great number of
anarchists have arrived from all parts
of the continent." How much better
• Scotland Yard were put in posses-
sion of this piece of news exclusively
by Old Moore, the permanent secre-
tary of coming events.
• 
"There is likely to De considerable
agitation now by the clerks of his
majesty's post office. • • • Old Moore
Is pleased to predict better pay and
fewer hours of continuous labor.' • This
to the prediction for Mach-a fore-
cast that will doubtless interest Lord
Stanley, the postmaster general and
his staff of "bloodsuckers and black-
mailers." as he is pleased to call them
Surely it would have been better had
the agreeable news of more pay and
fewer hours come from his lordship.
In March there is, we observe, going
to be more fuss over Morocco. Will
Mr. Balfour please note?
But as we progress we realise bow
' valuable an meet Old Moore would be
to powers other than ourselves. Per-
haPa. after all, a few powers would
be well advised In combining to se-
cure or "corner" his predictions. For
instance, our American cousins will
tave trouble with their bluejackets,
who will, in April. desert in large
numbers. It would be wise, of course.
to send the fleet to sea, so that the
men would have a good swim for
liberty
It might be thought that we have
made out a sufficiently strong cans for
the state's engraement of Old Moore.
but, lest there should be any doubt,
we will quote a few more 1906 predic-
tions. so as to strengthen the argu-
ment put forward.
In May there is to be yet another
great religious revival, and many peo-
ple will go to jail rather than meekly
to submit to paying increased rates
Oro that our prison ace•ommodation
ought to be enlarged). In June our
old and tried friend,' the horse, will
have realised that he is no match
for the motor car, and will peacefully
.,
retire from The streets and turf. Book-
feel stodld make a mental note of this!
Startling news will come from Rus-
sia in August, and the following
month a heavy war cloud will hang
over the whole of Europe. Great Brit-
ain in particular.
Deer's Strange Necklace.
"Strange accidents will sometimes
happen to deer," writes a Scotch hunt-
er. "A hind 0:I Caithness came to some
crofter's but near the forest and was
poking about to see if there was any-
thing she could pick up. when she found
an old tin pall lying in some out-of-the-
way corner. In went her nose and down
came the handle beoind her wire. Then,
somehow,, the whole pall slipped down
• tier neck and there she was, caught.
e She was seen several times with her
strange necklace, which prevented her
from carinking or feeding properly. The
clatter when she got under way was
tremendous and the other deer were
frightened for Mlles. Several nnaUc-
cessful attempts were made on her life,
but I never heard the sequel. Anyhow,
she must have died soon from nervous
prostration coupled with the shock, or
from some ladylike disease of that sort."
Tried to Bribe Him.
"The first box Of cigars I ever re-
esived warn In a curious way," reeently
remarked Capt. Thomas Flabive. "It
was when I walked a beat, and the) was
Some time ago, so there's no Web men-
tioning names. 'It was abouril o clock
on a fine night, and I was in a nice reel-
dunce district on the Wont fide.
'Ail of • suddea a man SUDO rushing
Out of a' Sae house with a box of (Agars
*a his AAP.
" heat' that singing?' be tie-
Inside* painting nextidoor. 'Do you
leaf that?
" certainly do,' t.4oplied, for. sure,
It was the loudest T sear heard.
" said the man, 'thee* In*
legthiaos. rift eve you the box if you'll
rush in that boom and ask who's being
ustuhiersg.'"-Kansas City Independ-
i
In England and in London, where so
many different social wheels fit within
wheels, there still exist some very close
and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part, composed of the
members of very old and very proud
English nobility and gentry, and this
coterie of families is as haughtily re-
served and as exclusive as the carefully
hedged about aristocracy of Austria or
old France, says Lady Broome, in
Ainslee's.
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
not think I can truthfully say that Lon-
don society is quite so difficult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited and empowered
and established smart set which rules
and regulates, In, let us say, New York.
In the first place London society is
much too big and made up of too many!
different elements in order painstaking
ly to examine into and consider the an-
tecedents and qualifications of ever,
man and woman who knocks for admis-
sion to its ageseabletircle: It welcome,.
With hearty -greeting, all amusing,
theerfnl, interesting Individuals, who
conduct themselves decorously, and •
great part of Its pleasantness lies in the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac-
tors, statesmen, dusky-skinned oriental
princes, as well as the fairest and gay,
est of American beauties, in Its drawing-
room gatherings
Nothing, I think. Is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good fashionable London society, as
()untreated with that of America, than
the excellent welcome and standing
which- the well bred and well born Jews
And not only in the salons of private in-
ditiduals, but at court as well.
No descendants of the fellow voy-
agers of the Conqueror hold better mo-
dal positions than do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Bassoons, or
the Bischoffeshelms. I do not think we
can just find their equals among the so-
dal figures in any American cities, and
Lady Jesse' and others of the very pur-
est Hebrew blood carry their titles by
Inheritance from distinguished and
honored ancestors or by marriage ints
high Christian and English families
How much the Jewish element in Lon-
don society makes for charm and vs
testy is easily demonstrated by the mu-
garb entertainments which the heads of
the Rothschild/ and Bischoffesheim
families give throughout the season in
London and at their country homes, and
by the dignity, grace, aplomp and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses, and In this and in the ready
friendliness with which we are apt to
meet the Stranger with' our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample la our croerned head, ese4mly of
the kingdom, but of our _social world
am welL
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty and Charing Cli-
mate of the Famous Ba-
den-Baden.
Baden-Baden, world
-famed for Its
curative waters. Is exquisitely fair in
Its natural beauties, and in the loving,
artistic care given it by man through
a long stretch of years. It offers some
thing to everyone
--superlative natural
beauty to the lover of eeenery, hits at
quiet woodland, and ruins rieh In nags
for the student of the east, a charming
climate *ad, while shorn of its formes
glamour of wickedness in gaming life,
Its handsome gardens, fine hotels and
gorgeously palatial camino hold quite
enough to entice the foyer of pleasure
and frivolity for a stay of several weeks.
writes Grace Isabel Coibron, in Four-
Track News.
The gay life that once flowed up and
down the LIchtenthalor Alley, with its
broad roadiray rind splendid prom
enade, and circulated in and about the
terrace and great halls of the casino
when the gaming tables attracted the
devotees of pleasure from all the cap-
itals of Europe. still graces Baden-
Baden during the theee weeks of the
summer racing season. Many crowned
heads of greater_and less degree can
be meet) there at that time: King Ed
ward fif England. when prince of Wales,
was aNtalthful visitor. Although the
gaming tables have been suppressed, an
evening in the Baden-Baden casino still
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does no injustice to the traditions
of the pest.
--
Tyrant Orchid.
"A veritable slave driver amass
Flora's children Is a certain little orchid
called nodding ladles' tresses," is.
markesi a budding botanist. "When the
busy bee- knocks at her door and asks
for breakfast L T— tells him
to go to the basement door. Passing
down the raceme of blossoms, the bee
at length conies to the lowest and oldest
flower. There she thrusts her tongue in
thrOugh the furrowed rostel and re-
leases a, miniature cargo of nectar, Har-
ing taken to heart the lesson that 'beg-
gars must not be choosers,' see goes at
once to the basentent door of the next
member of this family and pays for an-
other sip of nectar by fertillehig this
flower with the pollen brought from the
other. And se she goes systematically
if unconsciously benefiting this family of
orchid, which would dalappear from the
face Of the earth were It not for the foliate
It spreads for the Industrious bee. Its
moral seems to be:: 'If you ree't do your
own work, get some °lie to do It for
You 6
Loud nowt.
Ida-it was her first Wan and the first
time alkt was over kissed.
And did be keel)the kiss a seeret?
"I should say not! She opened the
winnow no you could helix the smack
New&
Away She Went
Kr. Subbubs-What's the matter?
Where's the new servant girl?
Mrs. Subbubs-Oh, George, it was all
I misunderstanding. 1 told her she
bad better dust this morning, and the
first thing I knew she had dusted.-
Philadelphia. Press.
Pkperienee Warned Him.
Mrs. Nue ed (in alarm)-John. dear,
you're very pale. What can be the mat-
ter with you?
Mr. Nuwed (feebly)-01i, nothing,
darling. I thought that was a new cook-
book you were reading.-Judge.
riaRruL NUISANCE.
First Johnnie-The acoustic proper
ties of this house are very good, don't
von think!
Second Johnnie-No, I think they are
beastly rotten. I could hardly bear my-
self speak In our own box, and I had to
positively strain my ears to hear what
they were saying in the next one!
A Desirable Dad.
The stork one day
Had lost its way,
Was tired and full of rancor
And asked the child
That at It smiled
Where It would like to anchor.
The kid was wise,
As you'll surmise,
And murmured to the birdie:
"Just take me down
To New York town
To dear Pa McCurdy.
—Puck.
Would Be Better.
"This cheese is full of holes," com-
plained the prospective purchaser.
"Yes, sir," said the proprietor.
"That's right."
"Haven't you got one with the holes
tall of cheese -Chicago Sun.
Why She Hesitated.
"Can you not see by looking in my
eyed what is in my heart? Then why
do you hesitate?"
"I can read what you've got In your
heart, but I can't read what you've got
in the baak."-Houston Post.
Es Need in Her Casa
Notary-You acknowledge, madam,
that the slitting of this paper is your
own voluntary sat, and without corn-
Mrs . Meerut (hastily laterrupting)-
I do.-Chicago Tr-items.
Probably Not
Mobberly-Is your picture going to
be hung?
Dobberly-I Gein't know. I heard a
member of the committee say that
hanging was too good for it -Cleve
land Leader.
Claimed an AlibL
"Why do folks say that the first year
of married life is the most unhappy?'
queried Mrs. Henpeck.
"You never heard me say it, my dear,"
meekly responded Henpeck.-Houston
Daily Post.
Swindled.
"Thought you said that auto you
sold me was a 20
-horsepower?"
"So it. Is."
"Well, it isn't, the first horse I ran
over put it out of bustoess."-Houstot,
Daily Post.
Self-Denial.
"Did you ever make a personal Baer!
Ace?" asked the %letting parson.
"Yes, Indeed." replied Mrs. De Style
"I once declined to be interviewed by a
society reporter." - Chicago Daily
News.
Not a Stickler.
Willie-In what month were you
born, Miss Runnaboute?
Miss Runnaboute-It makes DO dif
ference, dear boy-the appropriate
stone is a diamond.-Puck.
Silly Questions.
'Is false eyes always made av glees,
I eunno9"
"Av course they are, ye fool. How
else cud a man see through them?"-
Cleveland Leader.
Various Excuses for Being Late,
Mrs. Hoyle-The paper says that
there is a Short-story famine.
Mrs. Doyle-Don't you believe it N)
husband has a new one to offer every
uight.-Judge.
How Could He Tell?
"Do you believe that contentment is
better than riches?"
"I don't know, never having had any
riches, I have naVer been content"-
Ilouston4Post.
,Unpleasant am Trip.
Cbareli---What sort of a trip did you
/thee going to Europe?
aoteate--efforrible; there were three
phroslographs OD the 0,1111).-Yobken
Statesman.
Same Child?
• w•Thei Tierpow TAMA, if town whore a
child Is born every five minutes'?"
"They-ought to give hire a rest and
lit hint have a chance to grow We"...
The Popular Novelist.
1 hear you are at work on a new
novel."
"Yes."
"Who is to bring it out?"
"I don't know yet. The highest
bonus I have been offered so far is
anly $70,000, and unless the publishers
show an inclination to be more liberal
I. may burn it. I can't afford to
cheapen my work in the estimation of
.he public."-Chleago Record-Herald.
Disgusting Stupidity.
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
"They've gone and nominated Bullfinch
for congress!"
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch ?" asked his wife.
"Yes."
"Why, he's a good man, isn't he? I've
always heard people speak well of him."
"That's just it. We could have won
here this fall with anybody."-Chicago
Record
-Herald,
Good Man Gone.
Cholly-I say, old chap-is it true
that youah wife haa-or-eloped with
your valet?
Ferdy-Ya-as. Disgustin', isn't it?
Cholly-Cheer up, me boy-don't
take it to heart, y' know.
Ferdr-Dit, confound it, where am
to find another such valet?-Cleve-
Land Leader.
No Chance.
Friend-Going to convict that bur-
glar?
Prosecutor-It can't be done.
Friend-Why, the evidence seems
plain enough.
Prosecutor-Yes; but the house he
robbed was occupied by the president
of • life insurance company.-Chicago
Sun.
The Only Hope,
Mrs. Whoopier-Yon tell me, Herr
Vogleschnitzel, that my daughter can
never become asingerl Is there no hope
for.her?
Herr Vagelschnitzel-Vell, matam,
you mighdt put her on a diet of canary-
seed, alretty, undt see vat dot viii do mit
her.-Puck.
Always the Contrary.
Sharp-What do you think of Gaylord
from a moral point of view?
Blunt-Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
tively wicked.
Sharp-Huh! In that case he must be
an angel.
-Chicago Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.
Eacnlapius was founding the science
of medicine.
"Boys," he observed, "are only sick
en school days, while the relatives of
soots are always ill on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
his practice.-N. Y. Sun.
That's Different
"So," said the tourist, "you don't like
It in the wheat belt?"
"Nossir," replied the tramp. "Work is
too hard ter get-"
"Eh?"
"--erway from."-Chicago Sun.
After Worms.
"Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench?" asked the
mother robin of her offspring.
i"Somebody told me it was a book-
replied the hungry young bird.
-Yonkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience-I thought you said Will had
the key to your heart?
Patrice-So he had: but since I met all
those men at the beach, this summer, I
think he's lost the combination.-Yonk-
ers Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller-Mrs. DeSplurge told me
that the new residence they're build
lug has five entrances.
Mr. Teller-Well, when the wolf ar-
rives that'll keep him guessing for
111V hile.-Puck.
THE BRIDB'S TASK.
Mr. Jnstwed-Now that we are mar-
ried, detcou have a serious task before
you.
Mrs. Jnstwed-What's that, George?
Mr. Justwed-You must prove to my
staters that you are worthy of me.-To-
peke State Journal.
Worse Still.
Rome sigh for days that are no more.
lint not for them do I lament;
The ones I regret are those
Which oom• toe often, like the rent.
--)1, Y. Run.
The Straight Tip.
TalkaUve Individual
-Waiter! And
how is it,. then, that you're not allowed
to take Ups? Rh?
Walter-Onstomere object, sir!
— - -
Accouptad Per.
Landlady-I think very highly of
these 0g101.
Starboard-Alt, heirlooms
family?-N. Y. Brio.
in Yoto
Kw Point of View,
liushaad-When It comes to money
tniatters two heads ac better than one.
Wife-Yes, they coutd wear more
bilk-A 7, Psi
I;,....1.. , .a j
Easy Way to Make Money.
Nrife-I have made PO this after-
noon.
Husband-Phew!
"You paid (July $100 for that old
piano, didn't you?"
"Yes."
"Well, I have sold it for $150."
"Gracious me! What are you going
to do with the money?"
"There isn't any money."
"Eh?"
"I sold it to a dealer. He gives me
a new piano for $200 and allows ma
$150 for the old one. If you'd stay
at home and let me go to your office
and attend to your business 'you'd
soon be rich. Just think! Fifty do1.
lars a day is something over $15,00(1
I year."-Stray Stories.
WANTED TO KNOW,
don't understand this wireless
telegraphy.
Pfe-It is very easy. They just send
messages through the air, instead of over
the wires.
She-I know; but how do they attach
the air to the poles ?--Chicago JoultkaL
Unconcerned,
Said the pheasant to he rabbits,
"rm amazed at your bad habits,
Don't you know It. very rude to sit and
And the
Star. 'r' 
the hauglity pheasant
Turned on them was far from pleasant,
But neither of the raltits turned a hare.
--Life.
Home Thrust.
Knicker-Why does a novelist al-
ways dress his heroine in "b011141 cling-
ing white stuff?"
lirs. ICnicker-Because a man ex-
pects a wenn= to stick to one dress
forever- Why, yes, Henry. I could get
a new one for $50.-N. Y. Sun.
Slightly Confused.
"Pove.ty," said the cynical philoso-
pher, "Is no disgrace. On the contrary,
St may be an honor."
"Yes," answered Mr. Dustin Stax; "I
feel that way about it. But my tastes
are so expensive I can't afford to be
poor."-Washington Star.
Wanted Only Her Own.
Mrs. De Fashion-at • children's par.
ty-Marie!
Nurse Girl-Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. De Fashion-It's time for us to
go home. Which of these children is
mine?-N. Y. Weekly.
Proof Positive,
The Male Idiot-But how can I be
sure that you love me?
The ,F0 -n ale Ditto-Remember that
I have h.. many chances to marry
handsome men, clever men and inter-
esting men-and yet T accepted you!-
Cleveland Leader.
Misunderstood.
"Do you ever read a paper at your
club?" asks the visitor.
"No. Every time I go to the reading
room I find that the papers have been
grabbed by the usual bunch of habitues
who sit around that room all the
time."-Judge.
A Busy Wife.
Bacon-My wife Is very erratic. One
day she is bursting into tears and the
next day she Is bursting into laugh-
ter.
Egbert-She really must be kept
pretty busy bursting.-Yonkers States-
man.
The Post-Card Fiend.
"I fear she won't enjoy herself .in
Heaven."
"Why not?"
"I don't believe you can send
souvenir postal cards from there."--
Pittsburg Post.
Its Peculiarity.
"How did you ever come into posses-
sion of such a cheap-looking umbrella
as that?"
"Why, I got this umbrella in a very pe-
culiar way-I bought It."-Judge.
Losing Strength..,
"An' hove's 'yet *if.; Pat?"
"Sure, she do be awful sick."
"Is ut dangerous she her
"No, she's too weak t' be dangerous
army moral"-Cleveland Leader.
ONever Tee Old.
"Man never grows too old to learn,"
remarked the man who comments on
things.
"Nor to unlearn," replied Senator
Badger.-Milwankee Sentinel.
Fatal Term.
Gfayme-What broke up your anti-
corset meeting?
Gladys---Oh, some fool woman sus.
seated that we present a straight frost
to the enemy-Chicago ha.
An Neramp;49.
Johnny
-What is the rule of three,
pa?
ra-alainiii ailiainierns Xs MS
"Farr
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones etto at regdenc.,Office, hours
7 to 9 a. m.; z to 3 p. m., 7 to g p. na,
TR UEHE A.RT BUILDING.
Both phone sita at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway-Phone zee.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone x4g.
a
J. C. Flournoy Cecil. Mud
FLOURN 0 Y & REED
LA WYERS
Room to, II and 22. Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH., KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, ma
Nort hIrifth, Both Phone mg.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone des
O. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Buittling.
Old Phone 4911 Red; New Phone gs.
Paducah," Kentucky.
E. H. FURY EAR,
ATTORNE Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 4,913.
SPECIAL'TIES:
Abetracling of litles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
S. DABNE Y
-DENTIST-
Truehart BuiklIng.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bask
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 3o3.
I-1. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
DR. ROB. J. RIVERS
no NORTH FIFTH STREET
- 
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to ro a. in., z to a
p. in, and 7 to 9 p.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Peek-
et company-the cheapest and beali
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 cooessee river
and return.
It is a trip of ph:1mM Oold4116
and rest; good service, g Wolo.
good rooms, etc. Boats fa eedt
Wednesday and Saturday s p.
For other information apply to jos.
Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIBT.
TELEPHONES
Residence sq. dace egg
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 73 and 14 Colombia Building,
Old Phone tog.
 
_At
ALBEN W. BARKLZY,
Attorney-at-LAW,
avow No. se Colouils Mew i
lasses
sesseessims
-A GUARANTEE
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves cur :tore, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is
filled in every in-
stance by a
RegisteredDruggist
WITH A LIFE
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE.
ASK...THE DOCTOR
McPHER SONS
DRUC, STORE
Wednesday Morning, Feb. 7, .906.
LOCAL NEWS
--Lieutenant Reed, o. the r.cruit-
nig bureau at Evatesv.i:e, Ind. ar-
rived here ye.sttrday ant.1 swcre.Iii
!jr and LaFayette 'Thompson
and Dail-id M. SI;ller for 'the sctr: Ice,
.1,1tcy lial:tir%tg . citlisttd at the
fice umler. Sergeant Noyes. .
the weather c.:-.4jet.
cinagresabk, ?he a nice crowd
at fife First Christian church la,t
.evenin.; ratendarg the nuica giv-
en by he Ladies' Aid Aiixiliary.
Agnes Smith and Mr. Will
Snid.tr, of the county, were married
• '•:y,.afternoon• at St.,- Franti's
,.nrsonage.
- Cliss.se.Sttlith has taken the
positiou of stenographer at the
Campbell .8s. Canybill taw, orf.ce „
---The board of public works ho:dsits regular week)' mecting today.
—Mr. and Mrs. Walter McNeil,
of Lincoln avsnu„ have a- tine it-
pound boy at r'feir home.
—Mr. and Mrs. S. , L. Roberts,
"i 9.23 Jackson streets
 'have a new
gel at their home.,
—Word from Peoria, Ill., is that
Rev. George Simmons suicided there
h ytaking piaison. He is rememberedhere where a few years ago he h Id
a revival meeting at the First Bap-
tist church.
-1--Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burton, of
so8 Kentucky avenue, .have a newbaby at their Nome.
—One week from nut SundayBisbop ,Woodcock, of Louisville, will
commence a week's mission here atOeace Episcopal church, arrange-
ni. ats for -which ate now being made.
s-Allen Wilson, colored. and aged
47 Years, died of complicated ail-
ment, at the railroad hospital andhis remains are at the Paducah Un-dertaking establishment on Souththird street awaiting orders from
rriatives as so disposition of same.
AFTER BRIDE.
But Lands in Jail Where Sanity Will
Be Looked Into.
E. W. Watkins of Murray arrivedhere yesterday and was at the Uniondepot last night, waiting to ao downto Kevil, -Ballard county, to get miar-
vied. ' it:officers Mirky and Singerygot tostalliiing fo into and Watkinsspoke in suels a random manner they
came to this conclusion he was either
crazy, full of dope. or something
wrong, so he was locked up for in-
, veirtigation.
'Ile claimed The was en route to
.,4%•:1  takie onto hittrielf a bride,
talked in a ranlbling and very
suspicions manner. He is white and
about 25 years of age.
Only Medium.
"Bankers & Brokers," which held'
the boards at the Kentucky theatre?yesterday afternoon and last night.had a kw good features:. Yorke and
Adams, a-s the Jews, entertained the
' crowds. The spectacular s ernes
• were, goo& 
.
GET....
"Uncle
Torn's
Salve"
NO REPORT ON BYRD
(Continued rrcnn First Page.)
morning durng the opening hour the
rooms were o cold the thermometer
registered 30 degrees above zero. s
In closing his monthly report the
superaftend.nt said there was stili
pending the tuition question for pu-
pils attendin,r, but not residing here
in the city, :•nd he thought St/Me-
thing .sthould be done. In this con-
nection he . avtinued tha a little
girl named A.udolph attended the
school, altho„gh her parents do not
reside in th.- city. She makes her
home with Yr. James P. Holt, of
Vest- Broachvi ey, but that gentleman
refuses to pa 2 tuition for her on the
geound • that 'ie is- raising her and
she is virttsa: y -his ehild-, ,he beitrip
a resident of Paducah. Mr. Lieb
recommended that ohe be made pay,
like the cominttee derided. fle also
reptTteili! fehAt Ilessie Twipps ughter
or :Mr. h. .,1 :he Woodva e sec-
tion, hack. . ;attending this, term,
bat not unti. , .first of the year
did they disc he was the cifild
of pe.)pit. nO: , . klt:V.4,„, 1111§ia L.' the cilly•,Shemakes her ihria* int Dr. J. 1.1v.
Pentlie3i and when it was fouar! glut
she did' i,cii live .4:!'ere the phySiejan
paid 11:r tuittrin ,.:urn January first
to the last of May, but re-lased to
pay t.ip that portion of the term be-
tween Yanuaiy and vitied the school
opened in the rniddle.orrif September.
The physician e.'sarris this new board
tir
that came it t lanuary ist could not
make her pat de the first half of the
present term, because the old board
that went-.out the first of the year
1: -a ha of thi,-. educational
r- stitutiOda the --city d the prz...5_,
, ct trustees had nothnig to do about
what tI4 old,buard chi!. -.
After disv-iiefsing the matter it was
decided the -Rudolph child be mad,t
p;:y, and that the 'city soltor col-
lect the blifek tuition for the Tapp
child, which if 4-eitistd will be sue.d.for. ,
Chairman Lit. of the finance coin-
m:ttee, presented the monthly report
of tire r_.eliocif funds showing a bal-
ance on hand. January 1st of $396.5o;
ref-Limed from city during that month$8.546; from state, $6,825.14; from
tuitions, SS4.25t° making a total of.$15.861.94, while out of that has been.
spent $2,154.13, kaving a present
balaace the first ot tthis month of
$13.707•81 •
The. Jantiafy nr‘..-r-11 of $6,072.56
was allowed, as were accounts
amounting to $58i..91.
Hon.. Hal CorSt4. f,- the attorney,
was allowed $to for assisting the
City attorney to prosecute in the po-
lice court Wacksmith Edward Mor-
gan, who was fined $50 and costs for
astsulting Prole o,1-ilosepts Ragsdale
of the Fou Ohio street
school bud ' , seteause the profess-
,tie
sor thrashed Morgan's boy when the
latter had a scrap with another pu-
pil several weeks ago.
The Paducah Construction CO Ill -
any erected the new McKinley
building for the schools its Mechanicsburg. Contractor J. M. Dunlap is
a member Of that company and peo-
ple he owed money to sued Sim and
attached the money due She construe
tion campanili:ism the school board
to satisfy igtieebtednees. Now
Dunlap has paid off the claims and
the money released in the hands of
the trustees, On notice to this ef-
fect being given the board, they al-
lowed the money retained, $tag, to
the conistrurtion company. When
the company finiSited the new build-
ing the trustees . !aimed the plaster-
ing was not properly done and $150
of the money was held back to satis-
fy this. Now a motion was made
to allow the company this $150, but
the board orderid the building com-
mittee to again look over the plas-
tering and report AS to what condi-
tion it was now 'n. If still bad- the
money will be held indefinitely. Tht
company claims the plastering was
put on according to specifications
for the structure.
When Censracits Es1 IT:Ivan in-
stalled the heating plant or the
McKinley building, $398.80 was held
back from bins by the board, in or-
der to see if the system run all right.
The contract says this money is to
be withheld until the plant is tested
"during zero weather" and if seen
ehsther .stiflicient heating will be
properly given while the thermome-
tot is. down at that low point. As
zero weather may alit- cone for years
a motion was made to now allow
Mr. Hannan this sum withheld, hutit did not carry.
The hoard then adjourned.
FOR FROST BITES1
RELIEVES THE PAIN AND
• TAKEF OUT SORENESS,
25c
R. W. WALKER & CO.
INCORPORATED,
Druggists, Fifth arid 13'veay
Both Phones 175
LOWEST YET
ABOUT THE PEOPLEi POPULAR WANTS
MS. and Mrs. A. B. Hale returnedyesterday, from a ten days' visit toSt. Louis.
Hon. Alike Oliver is here fromBenton for a few days.
Postnnister J. Hardin Ford, ofBenton, -was here yesterday. hasjust returned from Washington, -I).C., where -he went to see PresidentRoosevelt about being re-appointed.Hie feels much: encouraged, being
strongly endorsed, and his manyfriends here' hope he will land thejob again. -
Mr. Andy York, of NItrscogee, T.
T., returned home yesterday after
visiting Mr. J. S. Bagby, vf West
Harrison street. .
Mrs. Ed C. Grouse and childrenyesterday went to Jackson, Tenn.,to .visit before returning to theirhome in Raleigh, N. C. Taey spentChristmas %ere.
Mr. Bud Quarks last night leftfor a trip through the West for lirshealth.
Mr. Samial Foreman has gone toChicago on business.
A local rivet nvimeter at 2 a. M. reg-iitcred 7 degrees above. This ie the•
season's record according to ibis
thermometer as yessterday morning
at the same hour the mercury stood
at ei above, then the lowest. The
forecast is tor milder weather.'
The Daily Register, only zoc.
wnek.
I.
- —
Pictures, Diplomas, CertiScates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
4;11444
....sseerisisteekaahlassisse- aiesessai
IN STATU QUO
NOTHING DONE TOWARDSSELLING HESSIG DIS-
TILLERY.
Frank Woods and and Ora Woods,of Eddyvine, Filed Petitions in
Bankruptcy.
Trustee Arthur Martin of the -Dr.H. T. bankruptcy proceeding.has returned from New York, and
will do nothing towards selling theIlessig distillery as long: as the debts
of the barildrupt are to be com-promised. AU. Frank Barnard, ofSmithitand. was down here yesterdayto see about buying the plant whichhe hid in once before, but the que-titm is a statu quo.
Magistrate's COurt.
Caroline „Hart in Justice Emery's
court yesterday sue&Will Burks 'for$15 claimed due for Illness/. It is setfor trial OM the 19th. Burks' moneydue Irons rhe 1. C. was attaclic`d.
Mrs. Johaua Stuck ycsurday inSquire Emery's tribunal got out adistress warrant against Widlis Mor-gan, for possession of her house de-kndant occupies in North 'Tenth
street. She tkci nut :Me for rent, but
Just the house
Bankruptcy Proceedings.
Prank Woods and Ora Vi,00ds, of
Erktyvifle, yesterday fibeci a partner-
ship petition in bankruptcy, giving$2,342.5o liabilities. Jqeeph
The Southe-rfand Medicine rowan),
for small bills and Scoot for
and The Afternoon Stiii%ireivedrters
$323.73.
Attorney Arthur Y. Martin re-
turned yesterday from Yonkers. N.
Y., where -he void for $870 sonic real
estate in the Dryfuss ur-e4hery bank_
ruptcy Case here Thr.. ,rbout winds
tip the litigation
- NEW DEPUTY
MR. WADE BROWN DEPUTY
FOR WEST KENTUCKY FOR
U. S. MARSHAL,
Marshal George Long Came Down
Here Yesterday and Made the
Selection Personally.
FOR RENT—Sut-roorik,. cottage,No. :623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-ister office.
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn-ished or unfurnished, at The Inn onNorth Seventh street; a most desira-ble location. Apply Or, J. G.Brooks.
FOR RENT—One furnisiked roomat Eagles' Home, Sixth and- Broad-/way. Apply at secretary's office inbuilding.
yori RENT—Five-room cottage,
:19 South- Fifth street. L. G. Orme,
FOR RENT
--Unfurnished roomsfor light ,housekeeping at 5.13 NorthSixth street; phone 1502. All mod-ern improvements in house.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of theUnited States, of good character widtemperate habits, who can speak, readand write English For information
apply to Recruiting offices, NewRichmond House, Paducah, Ky• 
----ttrolling much litepulAican pa tromage:in this end of ebe stair. The deputyimmediately (-scented his bond, andwas sworn intn office, and is tip*discharging the duties thereof.
Mr. Brown is 50 years of age and
a few years a-go came here from theSouth to reside. For Wee years he
-was postmaster at WoostviNe, but hatyear resigned and came to this city.He -has been engineer of the steamer
Dick Fowler but several months agobecame" incapacitated by breaking his,
arm. Ile is a thorough gentleman.
good business .ntan, and will make
a fine dieputy.
C. H: Hurt of Murray and L. C.Perry. of...Paditcaih, were also appli-
cants. Marshal Long went back to
Lonisvilrie yesterday.
OPERATIONS.
••.4
Cdntractor George Katterjohn on
" Operating Table Yesterday.
Contractor George Natter;' t
v..as yesterday morning at. Riverside
hospital opeeated upon for hemorrh-
oids, and as a result will bs, confinedin his private ward at •tWr institu-tion for several days.
-Mire Lem Jones wilt be able tohave her private ward at me hospi-
tal by the last of this week and re-
turn home. She has been thete v-
eral weeks as the risult of being
operated on for appendicitis.
Mrs. E F. Byng was placed in a
private ward at the institution yes-
terday to -be operated on for hernia,
with which, she bas been sufferingfor quite a while.
THE KENTUCKY
Yesterday morning -United States
Marbal Gtorge Long, for the state
of Kentucky, arrived here from hishouse in Lietchfield, for the purpose
of rsanving his West Kentucky dep-
uty, to take the place made vacant
'by rekilirtlatifotn of the former deputy
•Mlajor George WI Saunders, of May-
field, who was disqualified when he
had his leg amputated several weeks
ago, as a result of his revolver fall-ing from Iris pocket and sending abullet into -his bower lim4b that wasbadly injured.
Marshal Long came to look overthe 'field and get the sentitnent,
which culminated in the section of
Mr. Wade Brown, the wetl known
river engineer of this city. Mr.
Brown'e leading support was Hon
J. C. Sgtcight Iklayfietd,twho is
. s
TELEPHONE ma.
Friday Night
and Saturday
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
33rd Semi-Annual Tour
Lyman H. Howe's
EVER NEWER
LIFEORAMA
For Vaults, Monuments and G eneral Cemetery Wore Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Moutunental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS 115 WHITENESS; does not b.-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ifios TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
1-1)eel1eS111111[If
THE.THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS THEY SAVE GAS BILL—THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOWROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBINSIBoth Phones 201. 132 South Fourth Sc., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
—7—
On Buffet-
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Ciray, Proprietor.
PINE OLD WINE£ AND WHISKIES.Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
 •
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor punned.)
1111.1,4 General Cartage Business,Superior Facilities for OfficeHandling Freight, Machinery 2nd and MonroeAnd Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick Supt.
FOR ELEVEN YEARS
AN UNBROKEN CROWN-
ING TRIUMPH 1,
The new program. is replete with in-
terest, humor and knowledge, in-
cluding abeohstelY the only Au-
thentic moving pictures
of the
SEIGE
and
SURRENDER
of
PORT ARTHUR
and meny other exclusive timely and
superb scenes of Modern Life and
History at Home and Abroad.
PRICES:—Mat:nee, children z5c;
PRICES: MMatinee, children is;
adults 25C. Night Prices: 25C, 35C
and 5Oc.
Seats on sale Thursday at q a m.
Abram L. Well at Caa
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. 
- 
- Residence Phone 726
— dee
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Audit' Adjusting, Opening
or Closing as. Shortest andSimplest Methods. Apply to.
JOHN D. SMITH, dIR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK Si, TRUST CO
Of Paduc41,h, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $11515,coococ1
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. :40BERTS0N. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular bankingsbusiziess.. &Akita your deposits. Pays a
oer cent per annum on time certificate of deposits,. Safety boxes in hrs
proof vault fcr rent at $3 to Co per year all. tO site. You carry your owlskey and no one but yourself has access.
1
RAD-MAI-HI COAL iNutrI1132cc BUSHEL
PR.OMPT DELIVERY. BOTH PHONES 254
Foot of
OHIO
Street.
W
est Kentucky Coal Com
IncorPoTated.
Ai
•
4
